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"There he is, officer. Arrest· him!" cried Broker Green. Nat turned and looked at them in astonishment. "Hold on there," he protested, indignantly, "what have I doneP" The
policeman, however, reached for him as though be was a common crook.
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NAT NOBLE, THE LITTLE BROKER
OR,
I

The B_o y Who Started a Wall Street Panic
•

By A SELF-MADE MAN

CHAPTER I.
NAT NOBLE, THE LITTLE BROKER.

The tenants, chiefly brokers, of the fourth floor, Niobe
Building, No. - Wall Street, noticed one morning that
the vacant suite of offices on that floor had been let, for the
following words appeared on the upper glass half of one of
the doors:
NAT NOBLE,
Broker,
Stocks and Bonds Bought and Sold on Commission.
On the hosted glass of the adjoining door appeared,
"NAT NOBLE-Private."
The traders who happened to pass that way stopped and
looked at the doors with no little curiosity and some astonishment.
Most of them knew Nat Noble by sight and reputation,
and one or two were personally acquainted with the boy,
for boy h~ was.
They knew he was the nephew of Sylvester Noble, the
millionaire stock broker of Exchange Place.
After graduating from high school, Nat, instead of entering college, decided to go into Wall Street and begin his
business career.
He put in six months' time as messenger for his uncle,
and was then .promoted to the counting-room, where he
spent another six months at a desk. '
Then he was sent to the Exchange as assistant to his
uncle's regular representative on the floor.

Up to the moment his name appeared on the doors of the
suite of offices as a full-fledged broker on his own account
he had spent six months buying and selling stocks fo r Sylvester Noble.
Almost every active member of the Exchange knew him
either personally Qr by sight, and all of them liked him.
He was facetiously alluded to as the young dude of Wall
Street, because he was uncommonly natty in his attire and
gentlemanly in his manners.
The supposition among the traders was that he would
eventually become a partner in his uncle's business.
Nat, however, had no intention of becoming his uncle's
partner, even supposing Mr. Noble entertained such a view.
·
He proposed to go it alone.
He wanted to be the whole thing or nothing.
As aoon as, in his own opinion, he believed he was able to
branch out for himself, he went to his uncle and asked hifn
to stake him to the tune of $25,000 or $50,000. .
Mr. Noble tried to dissuade him from taking the bit in
his mouth, suggesting that it would be more to his interest
to keep on as he was doing for a year or two Tuore.
- Nat, however, objected, so .the long and short of it was
his uncle handed him his check for $25,000 and to1d him he
might as well learn a few things from experience now as at
any other time, and wished him good luck.
So Nat immediately hired a suite of two rooms in the
Niobe Building and had a sign painter put hrs n ame and
business on the door of the reception-room.
He also hired a red-headed, aggressive-looking office boy~
son of a poor widow who had once worked as laundress for
his mother.
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This boy's name was Andy Moore.
He was :fifteen years old and a corker in his way.
His mother was very proud to have him working in Wall
Street, and she told him that he must devote hjms~lf entirely to his young employer's interests.
It wasn't long before the news wru; all over the Street
that Nat Noble was out for himself as a broker.
Most of th'e traders thought it was a good joke.
"His uncle is backing him, of course," said Brokdr Gummett to Broker Keating, when they ibet on the street.
"I dare say he is; but it's a wonder he would do it,"
replied Keating.
"Oh, he can deduct it from the boy's estate. His father
left Nat $100,000; I've heard, and Sylvester Noble is administrator under the. will, and guardian of the boy." '
"I wonder how much he let the boy have to start out
with?" said Keating.
"He must have given him quite a sum, for it takes money
to operate with. Besides, he's got !l tidy suite of rooms on
the fourth floor of the Niobe Building, and rents are pretty
steep in the big office buildings."
"On the fourth floor, eh? He's making his debut in
style."
"It's right in line with him. He's the dandy boy of the
Street. He always looks as if he had just stepped out of
a showcase."
·
"That's right. He's as spruce as 'they come down here.
Let's go around and see him. Maybe we can unload' a few
shares of some stock that's hanging fire in our safes on
him," chuckled Keating. "We might as well teach him
a few lrinks of the business to our own advantage as any
one else."
"I'm with you, if he'll bite; but I rather doubt if he
will. I've never noticed anything of the chump about him."
"Well, whether he'll bite or not, it is business for us to
fish for a little of his fleece. All the boys will look on him
as a fair mark to practice upon. Nothing like being the
first in the field before he gets all his eye-teeth cut."
"I agree with you. Shall we give him a call now?" said
Broker Gummett.
"Yes. I've nothing particular on hand at the present.
The market is uncommonly dull of late. Nothing doing to
speak of."
They started off for the Niobe Building.
Getting out of the elevator at the fourth floor thev walked
<iown the corridor till they came to Nat Noble's office.
Opening the door they walked in ancl saw the red-headed
office boy sitting by the window reading a boy's library.
He jumped up and came forward.
"Is Nat Noble in?" asked Broker Gummett;
"Yis, sor. Do yez want to see him?"
"We do."
"What name shall I tell him, sor ?"
"Tell him Mr. Gumniett and Mr. Keating."
"Take sates, sors. I;U tell him."
Andy opened the door of Nat's private sanctum and disappeared.
"J supiJose that's his messenger and office bo~," laughed
Keating. "He's got a fine brogue. It's as thick as a London fog."
Presently Andy returned and told them to walk inside.

. "Glad to see you, gentlemen," saiu Nat, in a hospitable
tone. "Help yourselves to seats."
•
"You've got a swell office here," remarked Broker Gummett, IOoking around and noting the fine furniture and appointments.
"The best is always the cheapest in the long run," replied
Nat.
"It's quite a surprise to us to see you out for yourself,
Noble," said Keating.
"I like to surprise my friends once in awhile," chuckled
the boy broker.
"You have certainly done it," said Gummett. "You're
the talk of the Street by this time. The boys are wondering
why you cut loose from your uncle."
"I hope none of them are worried over the matter."
"No, I don't think they'll worry a whole lot," laughed
Keating. "I suppose you haven't started to do any business yet?"
"Not yet. This is only my first day. I'm trying to get
accustomed to my sun•oundings."
"Well, business is dull, anyway, otherwise we wouldn't
be here at this hour of the day," remarked Gummett.
"I'm much obliged to you both for calling."
"Don't menfom it, Noble," said Keating. "We thought
it our duty to drop in and see that you got a good send-off.
You don't want to let the first day go by without making
some kind of a trade, if only for luck."
"I'm ready for a trade when I see one in sight that promises a profit."
"Perhaps I could put you in. the way of such a·one. I've
got a thousand shares of D. & Q. I'd like to disrose of, as
I'm pressed for funds. I could let you have the stock
cheap," said Keating.
.
"D. & Q. "doesn't seem to be very active just at present,"
replied Nat.
"None of the stocks are very active, for that matter. It's
as good as any on the list to take a flyer in."
''What are you asking for it?"
"I'll take 45, seeing it's you," said Keating.
"I think that's too rich for my blood, Mr. Keating."
"It's easily worth 46."
"I'll not dispute your word, but I don't care to tie lllY \
funds up in it."
"It wouldn't hurt you to buy 1,000 shares,' would it?
The market will get lively in a few days, and you ought
to make three or four thousand out of the deal."
"I'll consider the matter. If I decide to buy some of it
I'll drop around and see you."
"I may change my mind about selling by that time, if I
can raise the fund$ some other way. I'm offering you a good
thing just to encourage you."
"Maybe Mr. Gummett might like to take advantage of
your offer."
"No, I'm not buying at present. I'm. selling," said
Broker Gummett.
"What have you got to sell?"
"I could let you have 500 shares of 0. & G. at 39. That's
almost like giving it away."
"0. & G. is a drug these days. Now, if you said A. & 0.
I might talk business."
"Are you fooking for A. & 0. ?" asked Gummett.
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"I wouldn't mind taking in a few shares of it," said
Nat. "That is, if the price was right."
"I haven't any of it," said Gummett. "Got any, Keating?"
0
"Not a share. I don't consider it half as good as D. &
Q., and it ranges much higher. If you want to give me
an order for it, Noble, I'll get it for you. How many shares
do you want?"
"It's going at 54. How would you like to sell me a tenday optiou on it?"
"Buying options, are you? I •haven't been doing anything in that line lately. Still, I might accommodate you.
For how many shares?"
"Say 3,000," replied Nat.
"I'll let you have it at 57."
"What deposit do you want?"
"Oh, five per cent. of the current value.",
"I'll take you. Write out your document and I'll hand
you the money," said Nat briskly.
"Say, Noble, have you a line on A. & C. that you're willing to pay 57 for it in ten days, when you can get all you
want for 54 on the Street this minute?"
"The fact of the matter is, Mr. Keating, I haven't the
money to buy it 'a t 54 to-day, but in ten clays--"
"Oh, I see. But, of course, you're counting on a ri8e ?"
"Yes, that's one of the chances I'm taking."
Broker Keating wrote out the option for 3,000 shares
of A. & C., at 57, and Nat paid him five per cent. of the
market value, 54, which was $8,100.
The hyo traders stayed awhile longer and then took their
leave.
CHAPTER II.
THE LITT:{..E BROKER MAKES THE ACQUAINTANCE OF
EUNICE BOND.

"What are you going to do, Keating?" asked Broker
Gummett, when they were on their way to the street.
"Going to buy the 3,000 shares now at 54 aI1d hold it for
delivery, or are you going to take a chance that it won't go
up for some days yet, at any rate?"
· "'Take a chance, of course," replied Keating. "I don't
see any signs of the market getting active for several days.
Under such circumstances you don't suppose I'm going to
tie up_$162,000 of my good money in A. & C., do you?"
"No, of course not. You can buy it in any time inside
of the ten days and clear a matter of $9,000. I think you've
got the best of that deal."
"I think so myself, or I shouldn't have given him the
option."
"I wish I had got something like that out of him myself."
"Then go up to-morrow and offer to sell him an option
on A. & C. yourself."
"I think I will," replied Gummett; ·" but it's a question
whether he'Jl take me up. The 3,000 he got from you may
be all he may care to handle."
"There's no harm in trying. His fleece is as good as any
one else's." .
"I think it's a little better, if anything."
The two brokers then walked over to the Exchange to see
how things were going there.

s

In the meantime Nat was looking at Keating's option in
his office.
"I guess Mr. Keating thinks he's got me where the hair
is short," chuckled the little broker; "buf that's where he'll
be fooled. Uncle Sylvester let me in on the tip that a
combination has been formed to boom A. & C., and that the
stock will be up to 65 or 70 inside of ten days. l don't
believe Keating will buy the 3,000 shares yet awhile, even
for the certainty of $9,000 profit, because no broker cares
to tie up $160,000 odd for ten days if he can avoid it with
the chance of making the profif anyway, not to speak of
an addit~onal haul if prices should happen to go down, '
which is always a possible contingency. If he'll only hold
off long enough he :may suddenly discover that the stock is
cornered, and then he'll have to do some tall hustling to
find 3,000 with which to meet his option."
Nat locked the option in the safe, put on his hat and
went out.
He, too, went to the Exchange.
He couldn't get on the floor now, as he no longer represented his uncle, so he had to content himself with going
into the visitors' gallery.
The marfet was slow, and there was comparatively no
exci{ement.
Nat saw Broker Nugent circulating around among the
traders in a quiet way, occasionally making a note on his
tablet and exchanging slips with a broker.
He easily judged what he was doing, for his uncle had
told him that Nugent was one of the brokers employed by
the pool to buy in A. & C. shares.
After remaining something less than an hour Nat went
to lunch.
His favorite eating house was on Broaclwh, an inexpen•
sive plac~, patronized by clerk13 and the general public.
The waiters here were girls, and every one o.f them knew
the little broker by sight, and were glad to exchange a word
and a smile, with him when he came in, for he was a hancl- ·
some young fellow, with light, curly hair and a winning
way, and he never failed to hand them a small tip.
,
After he had finished his lunch and was out on the street
again he walked to the Consolidated Exchange and took a
look in there for about a quarter of an hour.
'
Coming out on Broadway again, he was on his way to Wall Street when his attention was attracted by the clang
of an approaching :&re-engine.
The vehicles in the street began to scatter to get out 9f
the way of the smoking steamer, with its jingling hose-cart
behind.
Nat stepped to the curb and looked up the street toward
the post-office.
Then he saw the engine, drawn by three splendid-looking
horses, coming down at a two-forty clip, the driver leaning
forward and guiding the animals with his eagle eye and
muscular arms.
Clang-clang-clang!
Toot-toot-toot! ·
It always makes one's blood tingle to witness the onward
rush of a fire-engine, with the noise and bustle that attends
it on its way to a fire.
'
At any rate, Nat never let one get by without stopping
to look at it.
He was standing only a few feet away from Wall Street.
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At that moment a very pretty ~·oung girl, neatly but not
"I'm glad I was able to save you from a bad fix, 1\Iissexpensively gowned, started to cross the street from lhe may I ask your name?" said .r at.
church.
"Bond-Eunice Bond. Will you telJ me yours?"
"Certainly. My name is Nat Noble."
Whether it was that she was preoccupied, or for some
"I think I have seen you before, Mr. Noble," she said,
other reason, she did not notice the engine that was rushing
hesitatingly. "Are you not employed in the Vanderpool
down on her like a small 1rhirlwind.
A score of, people saw her danger, and many Yoices were Building with Mr. Sylvester Noble?"
"I was until last Saturday. Sylvester Noble is my uncle.
raised in warning.
now a broker myself, with an office in the Niobe Buihlam
I
She did not heed them, but kept right on.
'fhe driver saw her, a.n d clanged the gong at his feet ing, in Wall Street. Are you employed in the Yanderpool
Building?"
furiously.
"Not exactly. I have an office in the building."
He could not turn out, for an electric car was coming to"An office?"
ward him on the track, while an express wagon pushed
"Yes. I am a public stenographer. My office is on the
ahead oi;i the other side of the car. ·
floor. I shall be pleased to have you call any time
tenth
All he could do was to haul in on the horses and apply the
in the building."
are
you
I
brake.
"It will give 'me great pleasure to do so, Miss Bond. If
The girl now woke up to her peril, but instead of springyou are quite recovered now I will, with your permission,
ing forward, as she might have done, and saved herself,
escort you as far as the Vanderpool."
she stood still in her terror in the middle of the space
"Thank you," replied the girl, rising from the chair.
through which the engine had to pass.
The crowd outside had broken up by thi s time and they
The engine could not be stopped in time to avoid hitattracted no attention as they left the drug-store.
ting her.• and the onlookers were preparing to witness a
Nat saw Eunice Bond as fur as the Vanderpool Building
tragedy, when out from the curb flashed Nat Nob le.
and then left her, promising to call at her office in a day or
·He picked the terrified girl almost from under the heads two.
of the fire horses and staggered over and fell with his burThe little broker had met a great many nice girls, espeden on the car track.
I
cially in the upper social circle to which he belonged, but
.
There was a rush· of people from the curb in front of none of them had made the impression upon him that Miss
the church as the engine darted by and kept on down to- Bonc1 did.
ward Bowling Green.
She was a lovely-looking girl, but her chief charm lay
Soon a mob of hundreds had gathered a.round the p~ucky in her eyes, which possessed a magnetic quality that atlittle broker and the girl he had saved by the narrowest tracted Nat with an irresistible force.
of margins.
"She's a fine girl," he said to himself, as he continued
Willing hands helped them both on their feet, and there on to bis own office. "A mighty fine girl. I'm glad I was
was no lack of commendation for Nat, who was regarded so fortunate as to be able to render her a service. I never
as a hero by the crowd.
met a girl I liked so well. I must certainly know her betTaking the dazed girl by the arm, Nat said :
ter."
"Make way there, please, gentlemen. Make way. The
All the way back to the Niobe Building Eunice Bond's
excitement is all over. Nobody has been hurt. Kindly \vonderful, big, expressive eyes were before him, and he
1
make way and let us reach the walk."
could think of nothing else but the girl whose life he had
It was hard to make that mob understand that they should saved in so plucky a way.
yield a passage for the principal actors in the incident.
Everybody wanted to catch a glimpse of the girl and
\
her gallant rescuer.
CHAPTER III.
Nat, however, succeeded in getting over to the side. walk with the fair girl, who so far hadn't uttered a sound.
THE LITTLE BROKER CljEANS UP A BIG WAD ON A. & C.
She was so white, and walked so unsteadily, that the little
broker thought she was going to faint.
He managed to get her inside a big drug-store, and as"Siveral gintlemen ·were in to see you, sor," said Andy,
I
sisted her to a chair.
when. Nat walked into his office.
Outside, the doorway was blocked up by a. crowd of curi"Did they leave their names?"
ous faces .
"Only wan of thim. He said his name was Green."
"I know him. They were brokers, I dare say. Corne up
The druggist came forward to see if he could be of any
to congratulate me upon my debut as a trader, and to size
assistance, but his services were not required.
As soon as the young lady recovered her composure a up my place here."
"There was a b'y here, too."
bit she began to thank the young broker for saving her life.
"A messenger boy?"
"How braYe you· were to come to my aid! You might
"Yis, sor. He brought some kind of a missage in an
have been run down and killed by those horses. I hope you
I put it on your disk."
invelope.
for
But
..
believe that I'm very, ve.:y grateful to you, indeed
"All right, Andy."
you I know I must have been terribly injured, if not killed
"He wor a mighty cheeky b'y, sor."
outright. I never can thank you sufficiently for what you
"Cheeky ?"
did for me--never 1••
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"Yis. He called me 'Reddy.' He wanted to know [ "1Ie',s rather different from the usual run of boy:; do·· l
whether I wasn't afeard of sittin' the bed on fire whin I I here."
,
put me head on the pillow. He said if he was a fire in- ·~ "That won't hurt him any. I can thoroughly depend oi.
surance agint he wouldn't issue a policy on the house where him, and that's the kind of office boy I want."
I lived without puttin' an extry hazardous clause in it a.b out
"He's got a mighty rich brogue. Is he a late importame hair. Whin he' asked me if me mother had red hair, too, ti on?"
I got mad and tould him to git out of the office or I might
"He is rather new to the countryt"
fo,rgit mesilf and run him out.':
"The other boys are likely to make life strenuous for him
Nat laughed heartily at the look of virtuous indignation when he gets out on the street."
on Andy's countenance.
•
"I'm thinking the boot will be on the other leg if they
"You mustn't mind these messengers, Andy. They're get funny with him. He's as st~·ong as a young bull, and
always on the lookout for an excuse to give another boy a I'd back him to make things interesting for any lad of his
roast. I was a messenger myself once, and know how it size who tackles him. Well, I've got to/ be getting on. Drop
is. They used to guy me a whole lot about my clothes. They up and see me, Mr. Green, when you'ye nothing better on
called me the little dude of Wall Street. I had to polish hand."
two or three of them off, and then they let up on me a bit."
"I will," replied the broker, turning to his desk.
"Ye did polish 'em off, sor, did ye?"
Nat then canvassed the rest of the floor and got 3,000
"Oh, yes. I had to in self-defense."
more shares of D. & G.
"Thin I s'pose ye won't have no objection if I should be
By noon next day, he had bought 40,000 shares for his
after polishin' one or two of thim off mesilf ?"
uncle, and his commission amounted to $5,000, which was a
"You mustn' t look for trouble, Andy," advised Nat.
pretty tidy sum for him to earn in so short a time.
"No, sor, I don' t mane to look for it; but if the b'ys
The market continued dull for the rest of the week, ·
don' t lave me red head alone I'm thinkin' trouble will be though A. & 0. went up one point.
after comin' their way, so I do."
Nat had managed to buy 5,000 shares of the stock on
Andy wagged his shock-head in a menacing way that margin at 54 1-2, but that was all he was able to secure.
"If Keating hasn't bought in those 3,000 shares to cover
boded ill for a persecutor.
Nat went into his private room, picked up the note and his option, it's my opinion he's going to be out and i!ljured before many days go by; but that's his funeral, not
read it.
~t was from his uncle, and aommissipned him to go mine," said Nat to himself.
around among the offices in Wall Street and buy as many
On Monda.y morning the market w.o)rn up, when a wellshares of D. & G. as he could get, as quietly as possible.
known broker came on the floor of the Exchange and beAll deliveries were to be made 0. 0. D. at the Bank of gan bidding for A. & 0 .
South America.
Nobody seemed to have any for sale, and the price began
Nat started out at once to try and get the stock.1
to boom.
He visited all the brokers' offices on that floor first, but
Keating had been out late the night before and didn' t
folmd none of the stock.
reach his office till half-past eleven. ·
He got 2,000 shares on the floor below, and then began
He was feeling kind of rocky as it was.
.
the tom of the second floor at Broker Hooker Green's office.
The cashier went in to call his attention to the market,
"Hello, Noble," said Green. "Take a sea t. I was up at which was going up, and particula~ly to A. & 0 .
. your den a little while ago with some of the boys, who were
"You'd better go out and buy those 3,000 shares you
anxious to see how you were getting on, now that you have sold Noble the option on," he said respectfu1ly.
started out for yourself. Done anything yet?"
"Why? Has he called for the stock?"
"Not much . I have an ord er for a few shares of D. &
"No, but there seems to be a boom on in it. I looked at
G. ,Got any?"
the ticker a moment ago and noticed that it has gone up
"I've got a' block of 5,000. It can't be divided."
four points this morning."
"How much are you asking for it?"
"Four points ! The dickens you say!" cried Keating, in
"Eighty-one."
some consternation, turning to his own private indicator
"''I'll give you .SO 5-8."
and grabbing the tape.
"Make it seven-eighths and you can have it."
He soon saw that there was something doing in the stock,
"It's a go," said Nat, hauling out his memorandum pad . without a doubt.
"Deliver it 0. 0 . D. at the Bank of South America."
Quotations were coming out rapidly, and at that moment
"All right," said Green, and they exchanged papers. "I the price was up to 59 1-2, which represented a loss to him
suppose your uncl e is backing you, Noble?" asked the on the option of $7,500, for he was bound to deliver the
trad er, curiously.
stock to Nat at 57.
"No, sir. Whatever money is behind me is my own, not
He got his hat on pretty quick, a~d rushed over to the
my uncle's."
Exchange.
"That so? Everybody believes that your uncle is backing
By the time he had sized up the situation A. & 0 . was
you."
ruling at 60.
"I'm not responsible for what evel'ybody believes."
He made strenuous efforts to get . the stock he wanted,
"That's true enough. By the way, where did you get that but th ere was none coming out, whereupon he r ealized that
office boy you haver"
.
he had been caught by a corner.
"Wlrnt's the matter with him?"
Gummett met him on the floo:r.:.
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"No, sir. I bought 5,000 shares at 541-2 and have just
"Haven't you got those shares yet that you sold Noble at
sold it at 73. That'll give me a profit of $90,000."
57 ?" he asked.
"You're doing pretty well for a beginner. Well, I'll give
"Not a share," replied Keating, with a mild imprecation.
"That young rascal must have been tipped off about what you my check for the money you want. Sell the stock as
was going to happen, that's why he was so,eager to buy that soon as it's in your hands."
"That's what I mean to do, sir,'' replied Nat.
option from me. I was a fool not to have gone right out
He got the check, carried it around to the Bank of South
and bougl:ft the stock when I could have got it at 45. Did
you sell him an option, too, as you thought about doing?" America and cashed it, and then he called on Keating for
"I'm thankful to say that I didn't. I haven't been near the stock.
"This is t~e time you got me where the hair is short,"
him since that afternoon. I had other fish to fry," replied
Gummett. ·
said the trader, grimly, as Nat handed him the balance
"You're lucky. There doesn't seem to be any doubt but due, $162,900, and took the shares.
t{lat A. & 0. has been cornered by a combine, and that op"That is your fault, not mine. You were not obliged to
tion may cost me a. pretty penny before I'm through with sell me that option."
"That's right. Next time I'll know better when I'm
it. I hate to be euchred by a boy."
"It is rather annoying, but you'll have to take your medi- dealfog with you, young man."
"Well, don't let us have any hard feelings over it," said
i~11e, I'm afraid, and try and get back at him later on."
"It's my opinion that his uncle tipped him off to this Nat. "I'll tell you what I'll do. I 'll let you sell the shares
risQ. Sylvester Noble is always in some pool or another for for me. That will give you a commission of $375. I'd
bulling the market."
sooner give it to you under the circumstances than any
"I wo;uldn't be surprised but that is where he got his in- one else."
"All right," replied Keating. "You're acting square
.formation. It would be quite natural for the old man to
enough. You can't blame me for feeling sore because I'm
w'ant to boost his nephew to the front."
"Well, I must make another effort to get those shares. out about $33,000 on the deal."
"You've been long enough in the business to learn that
I s!Oe 62 is already being offered for it."
you can't win all the time, Mr. Keating," replied Nat, ri s~eating got 1,000 shares during a lull, at 66. ·
ing to take his leave.
The other 2,000 he had to pay 69 for.
Keating sold the shares for him that afternoon at 74,
He then sent Nat notice that he was ready to deliver the
stock.
and Nat made a profit on his option deal of something over
As the option had two days more to run the little broker $50,000.
Thus, inside of ten da.ys, Nat Noble had increased his
was in no hurry to call for the shares, especially as his
lmcle had told him that the price would probably go to 75. small capital of $25,000, which came out of his share of
Nat watched the market closely from the visitors' gal- his father's estate, to $170,000.
If the natty little broker felt as if he needed a larger
lery, and when A. & 0. got as high as 73 he ordered his
size hat to accomniodate his curly head the reader will prob5,000 shares sold.
ably not be surprised.
That gave him a profit of about $90,000.
He then' went around to see his uncle.
"I wane to borrow $150,000 from you, Uncle Sylvester,"
he said.
CHAPTER IV.
"The deuce you do. Are you in trouble already?"
"No. I bought an option on 3,000 shares of A. & 0. af
57 the other day, and I want to take it up and sell the THE LITTLE BROKER IS THE VICTIM OF A SCURVY TRICK.
shares."
Next day Nat went around to call on Eunice Bond at her
"Who from?"
office on the tenth floor of the Vanderpool Building.
"John Keating."
He found her up to her eyes in business, with four girls
His uncle laughed.
helping her out.
"So you've caught that old warhorse, eh?"
They were all good-looking girls, too, anc1 they sized the
"Looks like it. The j 0ke_of the thing is he thought he
was going to catch some of my fleece. The stock was ruling little broker up as a dude, and wondered what business he
at 54 when I made the deal with him, and he probably had with Miss Bond.
'They noticed that she greeted him with great cordiality
could have picked up the shares at that figure then if be
had wanted to and made a good profit independent of what and seemed very glad to see him.
In spite of Nat's du dish appearance his good looks made
I'll make. But as the market was pretty slow last week
I've got money to bet that he didn't buy until the stock a great impression on the four girls in the room, anc1 they
started to rise yesterday. And then it's dollars to dough- were continually glancing in his direction while he remained
there.
·
nuts he found the shares as scarce as hen's teeth."
There wasn't any doubt but every one of the girls would
His uncle laughed again.
have given something for an introduction to him.
"How much longer has the option to run?"
They didn't get it, however.
"Another day."
"Well, I'm awfully glad to see you, Mr. Noble," said
"Let me see, the price is about 75 now. You'll make a
good thing out of that option. Is that all the use you made Eunice.
"Not more so than I am to see you, Miss Bond. I'm
out of my tip?" 1
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Andy said nobody had been in while his young employer
had been away, and Nat 'passed on in to his private roorl'l.
He had hardly seated himself in his chair before Andy
Nat's eyes said even more than his tongue, so that the
girl dropped hers to her desk, while a vivid blush suffused entered and said that M1~ Green wished to see him.
her cheeks.
"Send him in, Andy."
Broker Green el\ltered the room.
"You are very kind to think of poor me," replied Eunice,
"Say, Nobly, got any money lying around loose that you
in a low tone, without looking up.
don't
want for, say a week?"
"Don't mention it. I'd give a whole lot to know whether
"I
have
a few dollars that arc not very busy just at presyou thought of me since that day."
"Why, of course I've thought 0£ you. How could I help ent, Mr. Green. Why?"
"I'd like to borrow $50,000, if you can spare that
1 doing so, after what you did for me?"
amo~nt."
"I regard tluit afternoon as my lucky clay," said Nat.
"How much are you willing to pay for the use of it for
"Indeed !"
a
week,
and what collateral have you to put up?"
"Yes. I consider myself lucky in making your acquainGreen stated what he was willing to pay for the money,
tance."
"I suppose I may accept that as a compliment," she re- and said he would put up 2,000 shares of Midland Central,
plied, :flashing a sidelong glance at him that set his heart the market value of which was 42.
"Fetch up your stock and I'll let you have the money,"
beating like a trip-hammer.
·
"I don't believe it would be possible for me to compliment replied Nat. "Return in about twenty minutes. I haven't
you as much as you deserve," answered the little broker, so much money on the premises. , I'll have to go out for it."
"All right," replied Green. "Much obliged for the acgallantly.
com:qiodation. I'll be back in about half an hour."
"Dear me! I'm afraid you're a great :flatterer," she said,
Nat went to the Washington Safe Deposit Co.'s vaults,
blushingly, .but nevertheless secretly pleased at his words.
a few doors away, where he kept his funds, got $50,000 out
"Not at all. I mean every word I said. I hope you will
o:f his box and returned with it to the office.
permit me to know you better, as I like you very much,
Green returned within the stipulated time, and he
indeed."
·
brought an oblong envelope with him, containing the se"I shall be glad to see you whenever you care to call here, curity he had offered to hypothecate.
~fr. Nob le," replied Eunice, not looking at him.
Nat looked the stock over carefully, and finding that it
"Thank yo-u, Miss Bond. That's kind of you. I regard was all right, he handed the broker the money.
your friendship as a precious favor, and I trust it may not
That formality done with, the broker took his leave.
be broken."
Next morning the market took on a bad slump.
"I don't think there is any danger of that on my part.
All stocks went down in value, Midland Central drnpping
I should be an ungrateful girl if I ever forgot what I owe to 32.
'
you," she answered earnestly. "Mother is also very grateful
Next day the bears continued to slaughter prices, and
to you for saving my life. I am sure she would be glad for Midland Central suffered a further decline of 28 by noon.
a chance to thank you in person."
Nat sent a note to Green by Andy, stating that he must
"Oh, I don't want to be thanked any in ore. H you will have a larger margin of security, or under the ruling of the
allow me to be your friend it is all the reward I ask. It Ex~hange he might }fave to sell the Midland Central shares
would give me great pleasure to meet your mother, of course. in order to protect himself.
Any day she comes down to your office you can notify me
Green came up and told Nat that he h~d no other seand I'll come right over. Here is my business card."
curity to offer.
"My mother goes out very seldom, as she is something of
"Don't sell the stock if it goes to 25. I'll return you the
an invalid. If you would care to call at our home we should $50,000 at the appointed time and take back the shares."
be delighted to have you do so."
"All right," replied Nat ; "I'll take your word for it.''
That was an invitation Nat had been angling for, and
That night being Friday, he kept his appointment to call
he accepted it right off the reel, assuring Miss Bond that on Eunice Bond at her home.
he would be glad to call.
She received him in her prettiest gown, and Nat thought
" 'Then I will give you our address," she said, writing it she looked more channing than ever.
down on a slip of paper and handing it to him.
She and her mother, together with younger brother and
"Thank you," said the little broker, folding it up and sister, lived in a rrTodest, but comfortable, fl.at in Harlem,
placing it as carefully in his vest pocket a if it were a mil- not far from 125th Street. ·
lion-dollar banknote. "What evening would be most conThe little 0 broker found Mrs. Bond, a motherly-looking
venient for me to come up?",
wonian of perhaps forty-five yea.rs, afflicted with chronic
"'Most any evening, though I would prefer i£ you could rheumatism.
let me know beforehand so that my mother could be preShe was very gracious to Nat, thanking him in a feeling
pared to meet you."
way for having saved her daughter Eunice from being run
"How will Friday evening of this week do?" asked Nat, down by the fire-engine.
The boy spent a very pleasant evening, and received a
eagerly.
.
Friday evening was quite satisfactory to Miss Bond and warm invitation to call soon a.gain, which he'promised to do.
Next morning the market continued weak, and Midland
she said she would look for him on that night.
Nat then wished her good-bye and returned to his office~ Central closed at noon at 28.
afraid you've occupied a good share of my thoughts since

I made your acquaintance in such a strenuous way."
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On Monday things looked a little better, and prices were
improved all along the line until near closing time, when
a fresh slump set in.
Nat discovered that a determined effort was being made
against Midland Central by a big clique.
However1 as long as he had Broker Green's word that he
would take up the loan at the encl of the seven days he felt
that he had no cause to wony about the value of his security.
The money was due at three o'clock on Wednesday, at
which time Midland Central was clown to 20.
Green, instead of showing up, sent word to Nat that he
was unable to pay up, and advised the boy to sell the stock
before it went any lower.
"I think that's pretty cool," thought the little broker.
"He told me not to sell the stock even if it got down to 25,
as he would make everything all right; now when the price
has dropped to .20 he advises me to sell to protect 'myself,
but says nothing about reimbursing me for any loss I might
suffer. I guess I'll have t o go downstairs and refresh his
memory."
So at put on his hat and visited Mr. Green in his office.
"I received a note from you, Mr. Green, which I don't
quite understand," he said, when he was seated beside the
trader.
"Didn't I write it plainly enough?" asked the broker.
"You wrote it plainly enough, but I don't understand it,
for all that."
"So you came downstairs to to be enlightened, eh?"
"That's about the size of it, sir."
"Well, tell me what you don't understand about the
note."
"The note advises me to sell the Midland Central shares
which I hold as security for the loan of $50,000 I made
you a week ago."
The broker nodded.
"I suppose you are aware that M. C. is selling to-day
at 20."
"I am."
"That's :five points below the figure that would cancel
your debt."
"You should haYe sold before the price got so low."
"You forget that when I called on you for additional
margin you told me not to sell even if the price of M. C.
went as low as 25."
" I told you that?" replied Green, with a well simulated
surprise. "You must be dreaming!"
"Do you mean to tell me that you didn't say so in my
office?" cried Nat, indignantly.
"Never said such a thing. I simply told you that I
could not put up any more security, and I expected that
you would dispose of the stock to secure yourself. The rules
allow you to sell the security for a loan whenever it is
necessary to do so in order to protect your right. You ought
t o know the custom of the Street."
"When a broker personally requests me not to take advantage of the rules and at the same time gives me his word
t o.make the matter all right, I respect his wishes."
" But I didn't tell you any such thing."
"You insist on that, do you, Mr. Green?"
"Most certainly."
~
" 'l'.hen you wish me to sell M. C. at 20, or whatever it
will be in the morning?"
0

"I don't care what you do with it. It's your property
now, as I am oblig~d to d~fault in my payment of the loan."
"If I sell at 20 that will show a loss of something more
than $10,000. I suppose you mean to make good that
amount in order to square your debt?"
"No, sir; I intend to make good nothing. You should
have sold M. C. in time to recoup yourself."
"'rhen you mean that I ·am i.o suffer the loss?"
"It isn't my fault if you didn't protect yourself as you
had a right to do at the proper time."
"All right, Mr. Green, I won't argue the matter further,"
replied Nat, rising with some dignity. '\If you ever need
a loan in the future don't call on me to lielp you out. I
can't afford to do business with lmy man whose word is so
flexible as yours appears to be. Good-afternoon."
Thus speaking, the little broker walked out of his office
and returned 'to his own.

CHAPTER V.
~

TUE LITTLE BROKER GETS A TIP FROM: EUNICE BOND.

However the news got out it was impossible to say, but it
was soon known through Wall Street that Nat Noble had
caught a well-known broker on an option to the tune of
$50,000, and had also cleaned up $100,000 in the late A.
& C. boom.
The result was the little broker was congratulated on all
sides, both by his real friends who wished him well, a.nd by
those who pretended to be his friends, but hoped to strip
him of some of his newly made fleece at the first opportunity.
As Nat w~s a genial and interesting boy to talk to, many
brokers got the habit of dropping in at his office when they
had an hour or so to spare.
Nearly all .of his' v.isitors had an axe to grind, and they
hoped to make Nat turn the handle-that is, they had
blocks of more or less worthless or slow-selling securities
they wanted to get rid of, and they tried to unload their
holdings on the little broker.
Nat, however, wasn't biting at such bait.
He was acquainted with the real value of all the stocks
.on the market and nobody could fool him worth a cent.
The traders soon found out that he was not an easy mark,
but they did not give up hope of catching him off his guard
some time.
Nat said nothing to any one, not even his uncle, about
the shabby trick Broker Green had played upon him:::
He might have made things warm for the trader if he
had had a mind to, but he decided to take his revenge some
other way.
He hoped to get back at Green in a legitimate way some
time, and was willing to bide his time, even if it took years.
In the meantime he avoided contact with the faithless
trader.
He placed the 2,000 shares of Midland Central away in
his safe and let them lie there, trusting to luck that the
value of the stock would pick up after the bears and the
adverse conditions surrounding the road let up a bit.
Broker Green expected that Nat would accuse him of
I
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trickery, and had prepared a stout defense to meet the attack; but as days went by and he hea.r d nothing about the
matter, he was somewhat surprised, though neverthless
pleased, at his immunity from criticism.
He judged that Nat, realizing that he could not prove
anything against him, had let the matter go by default and
stodd his loss like a little manr
After a time Green began to £eel ashamed 0£ his conduct,
but as the deed could not be recalled, even it he wished to
do so, he dismissed the affair from his mind.
One morning when Nat was sitting alone in his office a
messenger boy came into the outer room and' asked £or him.
He was a little, fat messenger, about fourteen years ol'd,
and looked like a kind of animated plum pudding.
He had a comical face that tickled Andy Moore's risibilities.
"So it's Mister Noble ye want to see, is it?" he asked
the boy.
·
"That's what," grinned the messenger.
"What do ye want to see him about?"
"That's my business," replied the visitor, in a saucy tone. ·
"Faith, it's mighty indepindent ye are for a little apple
dumplin'."
·
"Who are you ·calling an apple dumpling? you red-headed
Mick!"
"Red-headed Mick, is it?" cried Andy, waxing wroth.
"If ye wasn't such a hop-o'-me-thumb I'd make ye ate your
words, so I would!"
"Aw, forget it," grinned the. messenger. "Say, why don't
you dye your hair green?"
"Dye me hair green!" roared Andy, angrily.
"Sure! With that green necktie you have on, it's red
above the green, which is against the law for an Irish kid."
"I s'pose ye think thot's funny," repli€!Cl' Andy, with a
look of disgust.
,
"Are you going to tell your boss I want to see him?"
"What's your name and where do ye come from?"
"My name is Clarence 'Fitzherbert Montmorency Scott,
and I came from Miss Eunice Bond's typewriter factory.
Catch on?"
"Howly smoke! Clarence Fitz-what?"
"Not Fitzwhat, but Fitzherbert. Sorry I haven't got a
card, but I'm all out at present. Come, now, mosey ! I
can't stay here all day."
"Well, upon me word, it's foolin' me I think ye are!
Take a sate and I'll till Mr. Noble ye are wantin' to see
him."
"Where'll I take it to?" asked the messenger.
"Whot's thot ?"
"I ain't saying anything. You're doing all the talking,"
'
grinned the boy.
"Faith, I think you're doin' your share, considerin' the
size of ye."
."Aw, get a move on-23 for you!"
"It's to be hoped ye won't be after comin' here often,
for I might forget mesilf and take-~ for a football."
With these words Andy knocked on the door of Nat's
sanctum.
"Come in," said the little broker.
"There's a b'y outside, wid a name a yard long, says he
wants to , see ye, sor," said Andy, re,spectfully, after entering.
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"What do you mean by a name a yard long, Andy?"
asked Nat, somewhat mystified.
"Sure, it's thot long thot I can't remimber it all, sor.
It's Clarence Fitzsomebody Mont- the ould b'y shoot me i£
I can think of the rist," said Andy, scratching his _red
shock-head.
"Send him in."
"Yis, sor."
In another moment the messenger entered the room.
1
' A note from Miss Eunice Bond," said the lad, laying
it on the little broker's desk. "Are you Miss Boncl's messenger?" asked Nat_, stifling
a smile at the lad's rotund appearance.
"Yes, sir."
"What's your name?"
"Clarence Scott."
"Is that all ?"
"Yes, sir."
"My boy Andy said your name was a yarcl long. He
tried to tell me that it was Clarence Fitzsomething Mont,
and said he couldn't remember the rest of it."
The small messenger grinned.
"I was just stringing him, sir, because he called me an
apple dumpling."
"YoU" mustn't mind Andy," smiled Nat, opening the
note.
It ran thus :
"Dear Mr. Noble--I've just found out that the 0. & B.
Railroad has acquired control of the R. & P. line, known
as the Huckleberry Road. My information indicates that
the stock of the latter roa.d will increase in value very
shortly. Thinking the tip may be of service _fo you, it
gives me great pleasure to send it to you. Hoping that you
may be able to malrn something out 0£ it, I remain,
"Yours, very sincerely, EUNICE BOND."
Nat wondered how the girl had gotten hold 0£ the pointer,
which appeared to be a valu:rble one.
He was delighted to think that she took interest enough
in him to send ,him word about it.
He had read in the papers a good deal about the negotiations which were said to be under way by the 0. & B. to
acquire control of the R. & P ., but nothing definite so
far had come out about the matter.
According to Eunice's note, the deal was now an established fact, and i£ it really was so, Nat knew that the stock
of the R. & P ., which had been in the dumps £or some time,
was bound to go up with a rush.
It was selling now around 40, but it might be considered
a certainty 0£ goin@'above 50 if the 0 . & B. people got possession of the line.
At any rate, Nat thought the tip a good one.
He dashed off a note of thanks to Miss Bond, enclosed
it in an envelope and handed it to Clarence Scott to carry
back.
•
"Ta-ta, Andy," said the fat messenger, as he crossed
the reception-room to the corridor door. "Don't forget to
have your block dyed, and if I was you I'd get that brogue
of :yours filed down, or hire yourself out as a barker for a
dime museum on the Bowery."
":Be me sowl) I think it's a £oine freak ye'd make your-
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to be careful. Don't lei your recent success run away with
your judgment. Don't fool yourseH with the idea that because you fooled Keating, you're as smart as any man down
here. When an old stager like Keating slips up on a deal it
ought to be a lesson to you Lo be twice as careful as you
ever were before. I've known people to be s0 busy setting
a trap for another man's pilf that they didn't see the traps
CHAPTER VI.
spread by others for thems~lves, and the first thing they
knew they got a jolt that took all the enthusiasm out of
them."
THE LITTLE BROKER GOES INTO R. & P.
"I'll admit there's a whole lot of truth in that, uncle;
but, nevertheless, I expect to make several millions in Wall
Nat put on his hat and went over to see his uncle.
"Say, Uncle Sylvester, there's a good deal in the paper.s Street if I live long enough."
Sylvester Noble grunted as he turned to his desk, and
off and on about the 0. & B. line getting control of the R.
closed the door and left the office.
Nat
& P. Do you think it will go through?"
then went upstairs and interviewed Eunice abou~ the
He
idea that it may."
"I have
"It would send· the price of the R. & P. up ten or fifteen tip.
points, don't you think?"
"I can't tell you how I got hold of it, Mr. Noble," she
said; "but you may rely on it as a sure thing. I wouldn't
"I think there's no doubt about that."
"Have you bought any R. & P. at the present figures in have sent it to you if I had any doubt about it being a fact."
"Haven't you a little money to back it with yourself?"
anticipation of t1 e deal going through?"
"No, because I don't think the matter will eventuate for he asked her.
some time yet."
"I wish I could afford to," she said, earnestly.
"Well, if I use the pointer I'll give you five per cent. of
"What makes you think it won't?"
"The people who control the R. & P. at present are not any profit I make out of it. You're entitled to some recogeager t9 step down and out. I have that from good au- nition if the tip proves to be all you represent it."
thority."
"Thank you, Mr. Noble; but I don't ask you to pay me
for it. You saved my life and I want to make you some
"But the road isn't paying as an independent line."
"The chief stockholders are wealthy men and can afford return for that great favor."
"That's all right, Miss Eunice, but I wouldn't think of
lo do without dividends. They are probably satisfied as
long as the road can meet its interest charges and running reaping benefit from a tip you sent me without making
expenses. That isn't the only road that isn't paying divi- some fitting.acknowledgment in return."
clends on its stock."
"Well,'' she answered, with an arch glance in his face,
"I've got money to bet that the 0. & B. will be operating "I suppose I cannot refuse if you insist on presenting me
the R. & P . inside of thirty clays,'' replied Nat, confidently. with something, but I'd rather have you use the tip without
"Somebody been giving you a tip?" asked his uncle, eye- giving me any compensation."
"We won't quaTrel over it, Miss Eunice. We won't say
ing him sharply.
anything more until we see if we hatch any chick~ns out.
"Possibly,'' grinned Nat.
Then it will be time to consider the mutter."
"How did you come to get it?"
After a little further talk on other subjects Nat returned
"That's a secret, Uncle Sylvester."
"Lo~k out, youn~ man, that there isn't a job behind the to his office.
There was a letter awaiting him which had been delivered
pointer. You're known to have made a good deal of money
·
out of A. & C. There are many brokers who would be glad by the carrier.
in one
advertisement
his
seen
had
who
man
a
from
was
It
standbusiness
a
From
it.
of
portion·
a
spend
to help you
point every man's hand is against his brother in Wall of the financial papers.
He wanted some information about the market, m1d as
Street. You've got to keep your eyes wide open and your
to the advisability of taking a1 flyer at that time.
wits about you all the time to avoid trouble."
Nat wrote him a reply, and had just put a stamp on thr
"Do you know anybody who has any R. & P. for sale?"
when a visitor was announced by ·Andy.
envelope,
"No, I don't,'' replied his uncle, shortly.
It proved to be Broker Gummett.
"You don't take much stock in my tip, I see."
"Well, how are things coming with you, Nob le?" he
"It looks suspicious to me."
"All right, uncle. I guess I'll be going," said Nat, rising asked, after taking a seat.
"I have no complaint to m~? ke."
and making for the door.
"I should think not,'' replied the trader. "! underst:md
"Don't forget, young man, tl1at there is more than one
made quite a tidy wad out of A. & 0."
you
of
view
a
broker who is trying to size up your little pile with
"I made a few dollars; but that is ancient history now.''
getting legal possession of it .if he can. You're young at the
"Just so. Do you smoke?" asked the broker, tendering
game and the boys look on you as a fair mark for their
shrewdness. I don't want to hear that you've been taken him his cigar-case.
"No, I do not. Much obliged just the same."
in on R. & P. or any other stock on the list."
"Nor drink, either, I suppose?"
"You've been taken in yourself more than once," replied
"No, sir . . I don't think it's good for boys, nor for men,
door.
the
Nat, from
"That's true enough. For that very reason I warn you either, for that matter."
silf for a museum! Sure, ye don't nade to take the ilevator.
All ye nacle do is to roll down, and ye'll reach the strate
quicker."
The last sentence was lost in the slam of the door as Clarence passed outside.
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"Just the same, there are few brokers who don't drink
more or less. You see, the excitement of the Exchange is
often racking on a man's nerves, •and he feels in need o! a
bracer to steady himself after the clay's hustle."
"I don't believe a man up to thirty-five or forty need:;
stimulants to carry him through a day's campaign unless he
isn't naturally vigorous, and a weak man ought to go into
some less exciting business."
"You won't find many of the boys who'll agree wit4 you.
Morrison-you know him-takes on an average a dozen
mint juleps a day, and he's barely thirty. He told me
that he couldn't do business unless he was primed up."
"He's foolish. It's a habit with him. I'll bet he'll be
a wreck both :financially and physically one of these days."
"Well, to change the subject, are you buying anything?"
"I'm open for offers in R. & P. shares. Got any?"
"Yes. A customer left a couple of thousand with me
this afternoon. I'll let you have them at 40 1-8."
"How does 40 strike you?" asked Nat.
"If you'll take the bunch you can have the stock for 40."
''It's a go, Mr. Gummett. I'll bring the cash around in
the morning and relieve you of the certificates."
"All right," said the broker, as they exchanged memorandums, in a tone of satisfaction, for R. & P. was not a
very active stock. "Do you want any more of the same?
If you do I know where I can _get it."
"V you'll buy m.e 10,000 shares on margin I'll make
'
the deal," said Nat.
"Ten thousand!" said Guminett, with a whistle. "Trying to corner the stock?" he added, with a laugh.
"Hardly; but I can use that number of shares."
Gummett wondered if Nat was buying the stock for himself or a customer.
He guessed the 2,000 were for himself, and the larger
number for a customer, as it appeared to him to be two different deals, seeing that Nat was buying one lot outright
and the other on margin.
It also indicated that the little broker did not have
enough cash to handle the 10,000 shares himself.
Nat promised to bring the margin of $40,000 around in
the morning with the $80,000 ,for the 2,000 shares.
This was perfectly satisfactory to Broker Gummett, and
the cleal was put through.
Next morning Nat appeared promptly on time at Mr.
Gummett's office, and paid him the money, receivi:q.g the
certificates for the 2,000 shares.
Broker Gnmmett then went out to get the 10,000 shares,
which he anticipated getting as easy as rolling off a. log.
After picking up the first 3,000 from Keating, who he
knew had the shares, he found, much to his surprise, that
R. & P. was rather scarce.
He got the balance, however, by one o'clock, and then
notified Nat that he held the shares subject to his order.
In the meantime Nat was hunting for some more himself, but the best he cquld do was 2,000, at 41.
That confirmed his confidence in the value of Eunice's
tip, for it was only a week before that R. & P. could be gotten in any quantity, and its scarceness s)J.owed that unknown
parties had been buying up the stock right and left.
That afternoon after the Exchange closed he called on
Miss Bond and told her he-had put almost every cent he
had in R. & P.

"Leaving out the 14,000 shares I now control, it looks as
if the people wise to the consolidation of the;O. & B. and R.
& P. interests have bought ll.p all the stock in sight. I
stand to win a big boodle this-trip or go pretty near broke."
"Oh, you'll win," she said, confidently.
"Well, if I win, Miss Eunice, you'll come pretty near
clearing $10,000 yourself."
"'Ten thousand dollars!" almost gasped the girl. "Why,
that is a fortune!"
"Not in Wall Street. But I guess it will put you on
Easy Street if it comes your way, and it will give me great
pleasure to hand iit'to you."
Eunice couldn't realize that she stood a chance of making
so much monev.
"You'll get "it, all right, if the tip•is•a winner," said Nat,
/
wishing her glilod-bye.
.

CHAPTER VII.
THE LITTLE BROKER CLE.A.RS OVER A QUARTER OF A MILLION
ON R. & P .

As soon.as Gummett had filled Nat's order he decided
that, from the scarceness of the stock~ it was being cornered
by some pool of traders with the view to a boom, consequently he thought it would be good policy to get some
himself.
He had been compelled to hypothecate the 10,000 shares
he got for Nat, as the deal involved a matter of $400,000,
and he did not hav~ that much money on tap.
He spent the whole of the next day looking for R. & P.,
and only succeeded in securing 1,500 shares, for which he
had t.9 pay 41 5-8.
Then he tried to get it on the Exchange, offering 42.
He got 500 more at 42 3-8, and that seemed t<Y be all
·
there was in sight.
The efforts of seve11al other. brokers to get some of it sent
the price to 44 before the Exchange closed for the day.
Next morning it opened at 44 3-8, and by noon offers of
46 brought very little of the stock to the surface.
It was now generally known in the Street that the stock
bad been. withdrawn from circulation, ancl considerable excitement ensned al'Ound the R. & P. standard.
Ml sorts of rumors were afloat to account for its sca.rce- ·
ness, opinion being divided as to whether the long-talked-of
consolidation had gone through, or a combine had been·
formed to boom the price by cornering the shares.
At any rate, there was a larger demand for the stock than
there had been in months, and it went up to 48 tha.t day.
Now that the price had gone up eight points, in few
clays the brokers began to scramble for it, and that sent it
up still higher.
Broker Green had several orders for it from his customers, which he couldn't fill, and he mentioned the fact to
Gummett over at the Exchange.
"I can tell you who has some of the stack. At any rate,
he had 2,000 shares a few days ago."
"Who?" asked Green.
"Nat Noble, the little broker,in your building."
"Huh!" snorted Green.
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"Better call on him. If he has the stock yet you may be overburdened with modesty. Why in thunder are you askable to make terms with him."
ing more than a ten-point advance Qn the market price?"
Green, however, knew better than to call on the little
"Mr. Gunn, who wants to buy some of the same stock,
broker after what had passed between them.
asked me the same question just now."
But, as he wanted the stock badly, he induced an"What answer did you give him?"
other broker ~o go to Nat's office a.nd see if he could get
"I told him I expected to get 60 in a few days."
any of it.
"I'm afraid your expectations will not materialize."
'!I'm willing to take my chances on it."
·The boy was in when he called,.
"And I'm willing you should, Noble," laughed French.
"Well, sor, what name shall I take in to Mr. Noble?"
"I'm not paying more than 50 for that stock."
asked Andy.
.
"If you get it at 50 you'll get a good thing. I'd advise
"Tell him Mr. Gunn."
"Take a sate, Mr. Gunn, and I'll till him thot ye want to you to freeze on to every share that comes your way at that
figure."
say him."
"You talk as if you were a member of a poo.Ythat was
Broker Gunn was admitted.
"I understand that you have some shares of R. & P. booming it," said French. "Has anybody been tipping you
off about R. & P. ?"
st.ock," said the trader, after he had introduced himself.
"You don't expect me to answer that question, do you,
"Who told you that I had some of 1it ?" asked the little
Mr. French?" said Nat.
broker.
·
The broker laughed, and locking arms with Mr. Gunn,
Mr. Gunn was puzzled how to answer this question, as
the
two tr~ders walked out of the boy's office.
Mr. Green had cautioned him not to mention his name.
"It's my. opinion they'll have a healthy time finding any
"I don't remember who did tell me. .Somebody over at
R. & P. at 50," said Nat to himself. "Under the present
the Exchange," he replied, evasively.
"Well, I've got"a few shares," said Nat. "What are you condition of the market people who have any of that stock
are likely to hold on to it. That's wha.t I'm going to do.
offeri11g for it?"
"What do you want for it; and how much ha.ve you "for It may not go to 60 after all, but I've a pretty shrewd notion
that it will get within hailing distance of it, at any rate."
sale?"
·
Next morning R. & P. opened at 52. ,
•
"I'll sell 2,000 shares at 60," replied the boy.
A few shares came aut at that figure, and were gobbled
"At 60? Why, the market price a few minutes ago was a up quicker than a flash of Jersey lightning.
fraction above 48 ! Why do you ask 60 ?"
It was evident that the holders of nine-tenths of the stock
"Because I expect to get that for it in a few days."
were not eager to sell out.
"You do? I never remember seeing R. & P. much above
By noon 56 was being offered for the stock, without any
50, even in its best days, and that was years ago."
great result.
"Well, you're liable to see it up to 60, and even over,
Nat dropped in to see his uncle that afternoon.
before many days."
"Well, Uncle Sylvester, what do you think of R. & P. ?;,
"What do you base your idea on?" almost sneered Broker
"I think it's being boomed by a elique."
Gunn.
"That's where you're wrong."
"The fact that the stock is very scarce, for one thing,"
"How do you know I'm wrong?" asked his uncle, sharply.
replied Nat.
·
"'T hat tip I got on it indicated something different."
''Humph! I guess we can't trade at any such preposter"What did it indicate?" asker1 the big broker, curiously.
ous figure as you want."
"'l'he taking over of the road by the 0. & B."
"All right, Mr. Gunn. There is no harm done. You
"No such announcement has been made as yet."
might call on Mr. Gummett and see. if he has any of the
"It will be before long."
stock. I don't know that he has any, but it is possible that
"Did you buy any of the stock?"
he may have."
"I put up all the money I had on it. I bought 2,000
"Mr. Frinch would loi:ke to say ye, sor," said Andy, shares outright at 40; 10,000 more on margin at the same
poking his head into the room. ·
price, an~· 2,000 additional at 41. At the present market
"Tell him to come in," and Mr. French presently ap- price I'm over $200,000 ahead of the game. I guess I'm
peared.
·
doing pretty well for a new broker," he said, complacently.
Sylvester Noble regarded his nephew with surprise and
"I hear you have some R. & P. stock, Noble," he sajd.
"He has some," interjected Gunn; "but he wants a pro- interest.
hibitive price fbr it."
The boy was certainly ma:king things hum.
"You seem to be making a record for yourself, young
"What are you asking, Noole?" asked Broker French.
man; but you'll not be out of the wood lmtil you've sold
"Sixty."
/
your shares. How high do you expect the stock to go?"
French whistled.
"I mean to hold on for 60."
"You're joking, aren't you?" he said.
"It's 56 5-8 now," said Sylvester Noble, looking at the
"No, sir. Sixty is my price."
tape at his elbow. "I suppose you wouldn't let me have a
"You've got a pretty good nerve, I must say."
"Nerve is a good thing to have."
coupl\:l of thousand of your shares for 57 ?"
_
"You suppose wrong, uncle. If you want 2,000 shares
"A person can have too much of it sometimes."
you can have them at 5G 5-8, the market price."
"Think so, Mr. French?"
"No, I'll give you 57."
'~I do. Permit me to say that you do no't seem to be
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"The stock is yours. I'll send lhe certificates over by
my boy."
,
Sylvester Noble wrote out and handed Nat his check for
$114,000, which gave the little broker a profit on that bunch
of $34,000.
Nat slopped in at the Exchange on his way back just in
time to hear the official announcement of the taking over
of the R. & P. road by the 0. & B. system.
In five minutes the price was up to 60.
At that figure Nat ordered his other block of 2,000
shares, which he was holding on margin, to be disposed of,
which added $37,500 more to his profits.
.
An hour before the Exchange closed R. & P. had
reached 92.
As Nat .saw that a whole lot of stock was coming out
now which would have a tendency to depress the price, he
hurried over to Mr. Gummett's office and told that broker
to get rid of his 10,000 shares in small lots at the market.
Before the chairman's gavel closed the Exchange at three
o'clock, Nat was out of the race with a profit, all told, of
$278,000 on the deal.
Five per cent. of this a.mount, or $13,900, he set aside
for Eunice Bond, as her share of the transaction.
Then he figured up his total capital at $434,000 in
round numbers.
CHAPTER. VIII.
THE LITTLE BROKER GETS A TIP THAT PROVES TO BE A TR.AP.

As soon as he had effected a settlement with Mr. Gummett and his other broker, N a.t took his statements and the
sum of $13,900 in cash to Eunice Bond's office to show her
the result of his deal made on the strength of her tip.
W110n he handed her the money to which she was entitled by the terms he h.ad made with her, she could hardly
believe her eyes.
She felt just as if she had come into an unexpected
legacy.
"I really don't know how to thank you, Mr. Noble, for
this generosity on your pa.rt. It really seems like too much
money for you to give me."
"'Too much, Miss Eunice? Why, it is only five per c-ent.
of my O\Yn winnings! Just consider that I have made
nineteen times as much as you. At any rate, I'm satisfied,
so I think you ought to be."
"I am more than satisfied, and I am awfully obliged to
you."
"You're not half as much obliged to me as I a.m to you.
If you hadn't sent me that tip I shouldn't have been able
to make over a quarter of a million, as I have j11st done."
f" And you have actually made as much as that?" she
cried, regarding him as if he were a veritable money king.
"After deducting your five per cent. and all commissions
and interest charges, I have cleared just $26±,000. That's
$14,000 more than a quarter of a million."
"I'm awfully glad," she replied in a tone that showed
she meant it.
"Well, I'd be m.ore glad ,f I thought the time would ever
come when you would have a half interest in all I made,"
he said, boldly.
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Eunice blushed scarlet at what was equivalent almost to
a proposal.
·
"Is there any chance of that ever happening, Eunice?"
he said, for the first time omitting the "Miss."
The girl turned away in evident embarrassment.
"~ be3 yoUT pardon," said Nat, feeling as if he had put
his foot in it. "I haven't offended you, have I?" he added,
earnestly.
"No," she replied, softly, after a moment's pause.
"May-may I hope?" he said, taking her hand.
She did not answer, but at the same time she di~ not
\vithdraw her hand, and that encouraged him.
He was about to press his advantage when the door
opened and the four typewriters who had been out to lunch
together came trooping into the office.
Eunice hastily snatched her hand away from him and
began arranging some work on her desk in a confused and
aimless fashion.
"May I call on you Sunday evening?" he as~ed her.
"Yes," she replied, with a glance which entranced him.
He then bade her good-bye and walked out. ·
"I'll win her yet," he said to himself, as he started for
the elevator. "I wouldn't lose her for a gold mine. No,
not for all the gold mines of Nevada."
Nat was feeling pretty good when he entered his office.
He was rather surprised, however, at the sight that met
his eyes.
On the floor lay a big A. D. T. messenger, and on top of
him roosted Andy, ,as mad as a March ha:re.
"Now, thin, are ye goin' to ate your words?" roared
Andy. "If ye don't I'll bate the ould boy's tattoo on your
face, so I will. · Am I a red-headed Mick?"
"No,"· groaned the boy on the floor.
"Am I a gintleman ?"
)
\"Yes, yes."
"Thin whot do ye mane by callin' me out of me name?"
"It was only fun."
"Only fun, is it? Will ye do it ag'in ?"
"No."
"Ye a.re sure of thot ?"
"Yes. Let me up."
"Ye are sure ye can't lick me with one hand-nor two,
aither, for thot matter-are ye?"

I

"Yes."
"What's the trouble, Andy?" asked Nat, repressmg a
smile. "Let the boy up."
"Yis, sor," and Andy dismounted from the messenger's
chest. "He insulted me, sor, and I forgot mesilf and gave
him a lamba~tin'."
The district messenger looked confused and sheepish.
Andy picked up a yellow envelope that lay on the floor
and handed it to Nat.
" 'T hat's for ye, sor. 'l'his b'y brought it, and if he'd behaveJ. himsilf, sor, there would have been no trouble. He
insulted me and the ould dart, and I forgot mesilf. I hope
ye won't discharge me, sor, for takin' the law into me own
hands."
"Take your seat, Andy, and you can explain later," said
Nat.
The little broker opened the envelope and read the message.
It ran thus:
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"Dear Henry-The name of the stock that will be
"Why can't you buy it in yourself) and make the one per
boomed by the syndicate is D. & lL Load up 'without de- cent.? It's good stock and may go higher to-morrow."
lay, ?s the p~l ]1as brokers out buying it up on the quiet.
"No," replied Nat, "I'm not 'buying any stock outright
Get it at once, as to-morrow may be too late.
at present."
The man looked· disappointed.
"Yours, F. F."
"If you won't take it," he said, "I'll have to visit another broker."
Nat was astonished at the contents of the note.
"W~ll, you are the doctor," replied the boy.
Evidently it was not intended for him.
Accordingly
the visitor got up, said good-day and left.
He turned the envelope over and looked at the superNat
thought
he'd go over and see his uncle on a little
scription.
•
matter
of
business,
so he put on his hat and went out.
It was plainly addressed to "Nat Noble Broker Niobe
As he stepped out of the elevator and made for the enBuilding."
'
'
A moment's reflection convinced the little broker that it trance of the building he saw his late visitor standing in
the vestibule talking to Broker French.
was a case of mixed notes.
"Wouldn't he buy .the stock?" he heard French say, as
"F. F." had probably written two notes, one of which
he
brushed past them.
Nat argued was intended for him, and then a.fter address"No. He offered t.o sell it for me."
ing the two envelopes had put each of the notes intO' the
"Didn't he show any eagerness a.tall about the matter?''
wrong one and sent them off.
"Not a bit."
"This note isn't intended for me, though it came in an
That's all Nat heard, and it set him to thinking.
envelope addressed to me," he said to the messenger. "Who
It
began to look to him as if French had sent Mr. Watergave it to you to bring here?"
bury
to his office for the purpose of selling him the 5,000
"A broker by the name of French " replied the boy.
"Frank French. I know him. Well
' vou'll have to take shares of D. & H.
Why should he do that?
it back to him and tell him the note ~eant for me must
Why,
indeed, unless there was some kind of a trap back
have gone to the person for whom this note is intended.
of
it?
Understand?"
Then he thought about the note that hacl come to him
"Yes, sir."
by
an apparnnt mistake, and which contained a tip about
"Wait a l!lOment. I'll enclose it in one of my envelopes
D.&H.
with the explanation."
Was the whole matter a put-up job to unload the D. &
Nat wrote a few words on· a pad and enclosed it with
J;l.
shares OD him at the advanced price?
the env.elope and contenti; in one of his envelopes and
It
looked very like it to Nat.
handed it to the boy, who went off with it.
So
much so, in fact, that he told the circumstance to his
"It seems I've accidentally got hold of a good tip not
meant for my eyes. Of course it wouldn't be fair for me uncle when he reached his office.
"It was a trap," said Sylvester Noble, unhesitatingly.
to take advantage of the circumstance, although I dare say
"The
price 0£ D. & H. wias no doubt advanced by sundry
there are people who would use it on the principle that all's
wash
sales
at the Exchange, and then French sent the 5,000
fair in Wall ~tre~t. However, I'm not built that way."
shares
to
you
by that man, thinking that the tip he had
He then dismissed the matter from his mind.
He expected to receive a hurried visit from Trader previously got to your notice would cause you to snap the
stock up. It was a shrewd game, bRt it seems it didn't work
French, but the broker did not call.
1n an hour or so he noticed that D. & H. was advancing out the way that French expected. You'll :find that D. &
H. will be back to 58 in the morning. This is only a sample
slowly in price.
of what you may expect to be up against. The boys are
By two o'clock that day it had gone up three points.
looking
for your bank account, and it's up to you to protect
. Nat made no attempt to buy any of the stock, but sat in
his office reading the :financial news in the latest Wall yourself. There are tricks worked down here that would
make the sleight-of-hand of Bret Hart.e's 'Heathen Chinee'
Street journals.
.1
At quarter past three a visitor was announced by Andy . look like thirty cents."
Nat
said
he
guessed
his
1.mcle
was
right,
and they had a
He gave his name as Titus Waterbury, and was a stranger
quiet laugh over Broker French's failure to make the riffle.
to the little broker.
'.'What can I do for you, Mr. Waterbury?" asked Nat.
"I've got 5,000 shares of stock I'd like to sell," said the
caller.
CHAPTER IX.
"What is the name of
stock?"
, "J?elawar~ & Rud.son. It's gone up three points, and
I d hke to dispose of it. It was left to me a few months aO'o THE LITTLE BROKER TRIES HIS HAND AT A TRAP HIMSELF.
by ~ny uncle. I'm going out to Chicago by the seven o'clo~k
tram. If you would take it off my hands I'd sell it for 60
Next morning, just as Sylvester Noble had said, D. & H.
that's one point below the market."
' was back at about 58.
l
"I don't care to buy the stock outright. I'll sell it for
Nat chuckled when he saw the quotation on his ticker.
you to-morrow, and remit the money to you. Or, if you'll
"It's the wise child that knows when not to bite at a
leave it with me and return in an hour I'll see if I can dis- tempting bait," he said to himself. "I wonder what game
pose of it to som(l broker."
will be played on me next? I must keep my brains about
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me all the time. It's bad enough to lose in the ordinary
way, but a f.ellow feels-cheap when he's the victim of a putup job."
Half au hour later Broker Keating was announced by
Andy.
"Good-morning, Mr. Keating," said Nat, cheerfully.
"What can I <lo for you?"
"I called to let you in on a good thing," said the trader,
as he seated himself at the little broker's desk.
"Let me in on a good thing? That's an uncommonly
liberal proposition, isn't it, :M:r. Keating?"
"Well, you see, you're kind of popular in the Street. At
any rate, the bunch that's in with me like you a whole lot,
and when this pool was proposed Mr. Gummett suggested
that we take you in with us."
"Ur. Gummett said that?"
"Yes."
"What's the proposition?"
"A dozen of us have arranged to put in a quarter of a
million apiece and corner a certain stock. We expect. to
make at .least half a million each out of the rise."
"What is the stock?"
"Oh, come now, you don't expect me to tell you that until
you've agreed to go in."
"I'd like to know what I'm up against before I commit
myself."
"That's all right. You can take my word that it's a
winner. There's big money in it, as. I said."
"A quarter of a million is a whole lot of coin to put up
on a game of chance."
"The chances are all in our favor."
"How do you know they are?"
"We've figured the matter out before \l'e decided to
go on."
"Who's in this pool?"
"Well, there's Gummett, for one."
'
"Yes."
"French for another. You know Frank French?" •
"Oh, yes, I ]mow him."
"Then Archie Gunn is with us. And Fosdick, Bailey,
and-well, you'll meet them all at the meeting at my office
this afternoon if you join us. They're all good fellows;
and all, like yourself, after the mighty dollar. Shall I put
you down for a quarter of a million?"
"No, I don't think I'll go in."
"Why not?"
"I'm rather shy of blind pools."
"·Nonsense! This is the chance of your life, Noble."
"I'm not sure about that. When I go into a deal, especially if it's a heavy one, I like to han.dle my own money."
"In a pool arrangement one man is selected to take
charge of the money. You ought to know that. ·Your uncle
must have given you some insight into pools, for he's been
in many a one."
"He always advised me to keep out of them unless I
knew just where I was at."
"But I assure you this is perfectly saie."
"It is impossible for any one to say that a pool to corner
a stock is perfectly safe. There are a hundred things liable
to turn up to upset the best ~f calculations. I prefer to go
it alone."
"If you turn the boys down you may not get another
I
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chance like this in a h_urry. You'll find this is just like
picking up money."
Nat, however, would not fall in with Keating's views, and
the broker left evidently much disappointed.
"Keating seemed terribly anxious to put half a million
in my pocket " sa.i d Nat to himself, when alone. "I don't
fancy such liberality on his part. He's got it in for me for
doing him up on that option on A. & 0. some time ago.
I'll bet this proposition of his covers some nice little trap to
make me part with some of my hard-earned fleece. I wonder what his game was?"
A day or two later Nat discovered from the visitors' gallery of the Exchange that Keating and French were busily
engaged in bu~•ing from different traders 'on the floor.
He wa.tched them for some time, and then he made up his
mind to find out just what stock they were after.
He sent a young broker he was on good tenns with to
find out for him.
The broker came ' back after a little while and told him
that Keating a.nd French were loading up }Vith L. & M.
"Thanks," replied the little broker, "that's all I wanted
to know."
L. & M. was ruling around 63.
Nat went to his uncle and to'ld him that he wanted to get
30,000 shares of L. & M. if he could on a ten per cent.
margin.
"Thirty thousand sha1·es, eh?"
"Yes. Keating and French are buying in whole blocks of
it, and I want to get as much of it as I can to put_a kink in
their efforts to corner it, for that, in my opinion, is what
.
they are trying to do."
His uncle took the order and sent a couple of his brokers
1
out to get the shares, at the same tirrre notifying the broker who represented him on the Exchange to buy it in on
.
the quiet.
After Sylvester Noble had gotten 20,000 shares his brokers began to find it difficult to locate any more.
They finally succeeded in getting the other 10,000 inside
.
of a couple of days.
Tlie first few thousand shaTes Nat got for about ,.63, but
the rest he had to pay various prices for up to 67.
Altogether the stock averaged the little broker 65.
As soon as Nat got his order filled he began to watch the
stock closely.
On the following day it went to 68.
He soon heard rumors of a consolidation of a rival J·oacl
with L. & M.
As soon as the news got circulated around the Street
many brokers started to look for the stock.
They couldn't find any.
Then they began bidding for it above the market and
that sent the price up to 70 in no time at all.
Attention now being attracted to the scarceness of the
stock, the traders began to suspect that a syndicate had cornered it, and they made frantic efforts to find some of the
stock that had not yet been secured by the insiders.
Very little was to be had even when the price went up
to 75.
When Nat dropped in to see his uncle that afternoon the
old man asked him when he was going to sell.
"I'm in no hurry," replied Nat, confidently.
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"I think it will do better than that," said French.
"You stand to wiri $300,000 now. Isn't that enough for
very little offering now. I guess we've got about
"There's
·
you?"
on the market."
is
there
all
"It will be worth more to-morrow."
The little broker grinned anc1 went on to the visitors'
"How do you know that it will? The bottom may drop
gallery.
out before then."
The Exchange opened amid considerable excitement, for
"I'm not afraid that it will."
"I'm afraid you're getting reckless, young man," said everybody was looking for a further rise in L. & M .
They were not disappointed.
his uncle, severely. "If you're calculating on holding on for
Keating took the center of the stage and began bidding it
encl
small
the
at
out
come
to
liable
you're
dollar
the last
up a point at a time.
•
of the horn."
Scarcely any shares were thrown at him.
"Don't you worry about me, Uncle Sylvester," replied
French and their lieutenants made many wash sales with
the little broker, coolly.
"Well, it's up to you .. Don't say I haven't warned you. Keating, and the price continued to advance.
At noon it was roosting at 85.
That report about a consolidation is a fake. As soon ~ it
When it reached 86 Nat thought it was time for him to
is officially denied the price will drop."
"Keating .and French won't let it drop, for they and take a hand in the game.
He went to a telephone and tol~ his uncle to sell two
their crowd are loaded up to their necks with the stock.
They've got it cornered, in their opinion, but I'm going to blocks of 5,000 shares each one after the other.
They were naturally offered to Keating first, as he was
·
make them take in my shares or go to the wall."
·
"I see what your game is, but look out that you don't calling for the stock.
He gobbled up the first 5,000 as a matter of course, but
catch yourself. It takes an old bird to get rid of so much
the second, coming right on top of it, rather staggered him.
stock without disturbing the market."
"Well, you're an old bird, aren't you? I'll let you get 1 He bought it, however, ancl no .more coming, he felt
easier.
rid of it for me when I give the word."
chuclded
dog,"
young
you
complimentary,
might
"You're
He had to send French out to raise the funds to pay for
Sylvester Noble. "However, I'll take my revenge on you the shares, as all their available cash was tied up with the
when we settle up commissions and interest charges. I'll stock they had already bought.
have a bill against you that will make your eyes bulge."
Nat saw Keating making for the street door for aobreath"Yes, I expect so," laughed Nat.
ing spell, so he rushed downstairs to meetlhim.
When business closed that day L. & M. was ruling at 78.
"Well, how are things coming. Mr. Keating?" he asked
On his way back to the•office he met Keating and French him, when he caught him on the sidewalk outside.
coming out of the Exchange arm in arm, looking like men
"Tip-top," replied the trader.
thoroughly satisfied with themselves and the world in gen"Glad to hear it. I'm doing pretty well myself. I sold
eral.
two blocks of L. & M. just now, 10,000 shares in all, for
"Hello, Noble," said Keating; "you missed the chance of 86, which I bought around 65."
your life, as I told yon you would, by not going in with us."
"The dickens you dic1 !" cried Keating, staring at him.
"That so?"
"Yes. I hear you're buying it as fast' :i.s you can. Do
"Yes. You 're just half a million out because you were you ant some more? I have 10,000 more if you want it,
too cautious."
otherwise I'll throw it on the market."
"I think it pays a pe-rson to be cautious when he's askeil
"For Heaven's sake, don't do that! I'll take it," cried
to put a quarter of a milli.on into a blind pool."
Keating, all of a sweat.
"That's all right, but caution can be carried too fa r."
The deal was made.
"Well, I'm not kicking."
"Where dill you get 20,000 shares of L. & 1\L ?'' asked the
"That's because you don't realize what you·rn lost. In a broker, as soon as they had exchanged memorandums.
few days we'll be cutting a nice, large and juicy melon."
"Oh, I picked them up around town," replied Nat, coolly.
"I may be cutting a small melon of my own about the "I expect to make half a million or more out of the stock."
same time," returned Nat.
"Somebody, must have tipped you off to the rise. I'd
"What are you in on?" asked French, Cc~riously.
give $10,000 to know who it was,'' said Keating, clearly
"I'm not saying anything just now," laughed the little angry and disti.ubed.
broker, as he walked off.
"Nobody tipped me off. I found out myself that you and
French were buying all you could get hold of, so I thought
I'd have a look-in on a good thing, too."
Keating said something that didn't sound exactly polite.
CHAPTER X.
At that moment French came up, and Keating turned
to him and led him aside.
'l'HE LI'l''l'LE BROKER SPRINGS HTS 'l'RAP AND CATCHES HIS
Nat walked down as .f ar as Beaver Street in a leisurely
GAME.
way, feeling uncommonly good, for he had cleared a profit
of considerably over $400,000 so far, and he still had 10,000
Next morning N a.t passed Keating and French outside shares to sell.
When he got back to the Exchange Keating, French and
\
the Exchange.
their lieutenants ha<;l arranged to liquidate right away as
"It will go to 85 to-day," he heard· Keating say.
cautiously as possible, for they were in a tight box, and it
Nat knew he meant L. & M.
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required great skill on th&ir part to unload without disturbing the market.
The little broker sent a note in to Keating telling him
he had a few more shares of L. & M. left, and he could
have them if he wanted them, otherwise it would be offered
to anybody that wanted to buy. _
Keating rushed outside to see Nat, for he couldn't afford
to let any L. & M. be dumped on the market at that stage
of the game.
"I thought you sold me all you had," growled the trader
as soon as he came up to Nat.
"No. I have some more."
"How much more?"
"Ten thousand shares."
"Ten thou.sand what!" roared Keating.
"L. & M."
"I don't believe you !" scowled the trader.
"Don't you? Sorry you doubt my word. Do you want
the shares, or don't you?"
Ke!lting fairly gasped and trembled like an aspen leaf.
"Uy Heaven! I can't take it in. If vou throw it on
"
the market you'll ruin the syndicate."
"That isn't my fault," replied Nat.
"Can't I arrange with you to hold off for awhile till we
unload enough to_ pay you?"
"Well, I don't want to bring on a panic and force you
to the wall. Take the stock an<l. I'll give you time to pay
for it."
"You haven't any more up your s1eeve?" asked Keati.ng,
suspiciously.
":N°o. That's all I've got. I'll let you haYc it at 87.''
"rll take it under your agreement." .
The deal was made and Keati.ng, looking like a wreck,
rushed back to consult with French.
·tr'hey were not feeling very grateful to Nat, though the
little broker could have swamped them if he had chosen to
do so.
By careful management they might be able to save themselves now, but the bulk of their anticipated profits had
been gobbled up by the boy broker, and they were furious
at the way he had outwitted them.
Nat returned to the visitors' gallery and watched the excitement below.
Knowing the bad shape Keating and his crowd were in
he was afraid•a.slump might set in any minute.
N(> such thing happen ed, however, for 1.he astute brokers
· played their cards so well 1.hat they succeeded in unloading
their stock so quietly that ihe price held well.
The Exchange finally ·closed without ·any trouble, and
tl1en Nat went to his uncl~ office to tell him how he ha.cl
.
managed his aeal.
"You're a bird, young man. How much will /you be
worth when you've maae a settlement through me with
Keating and his bunch?"
"Something over a million, uncle."
"Upon my word, if you keep on at this rate you'll be
worth more than me!"
"I shouldn't be surprised," returned Nat, coolly. '
"You'll have to order a new hat, I'm thinking."
"What for?"
"To fit your head. It looks to me as if it was swelling
considerably."

" Don't you believe it. My head will never grow any
bigger than it is now."
"I'm not so sure about that. You're putting on more
·
frills than I · ever saw you do before."
"You must be getting near-sighte~1. Better get a new
pair of glasses."
" Do you kn ow who you're talking fo, young man?" said
Sylvester Noble,' sharply.
"I'm talking to my Uncle Sylvester, who doesn't seem
to appreciate what a smart nephew be has at his elbaw,"
chuckled Nat.
"Humph ! Don't·imagine because fortune has made you
a. millionaire so soon that ~ou will always be one. You
may get a jolt when you're not looking for it that'll t ake
all the conceit out of you. If you 'veren't my brother's
son--"
"Well, why don't you go on, Uncle Sylvester?"
"I'd like to see you taught a lesson."
"Thanks. I guess I'll be going. Settle with Keating
and his crowd on the· terms I made with them, and then
send me your statement and check. Ta-la, till I see you
again."
Nat walked out_of the office as though he owned it, and
his uncle looked after him disapprovingly.
"Some fine day he'll get into a bunch of trouble, and
then I suppose I'll have to )1elp him out. He thinks that
he knows it all. That's the effect of being too confoundedly
fortunate all at once . . Still, I must admit he)s smart. Yes,
he's smart, and will in the end make his mark. But he's
got a lot to learn. He'll find out by experience th at even
the shrewdest men in Wall Street sometimes run against
snags. So he's a millionaire to-clay. I never expected · to
see him that for years. ut us hope he may be lucky enough
to keep it and add to it; but I'm afraid success will make
him do something foolish. He's in the humor for that now,
I can see. A million is a lot of money, but it can be lost in
/
an hour in Wall Street."

CHAPTER X I.
TUE LI'J:'.TLE BROKER FINDS THAT HE IS CAUGHT I N A TRAP
HIMSELF.

The Keating and French crowd carried their deal through
to a fairly successful issue, but the roast Nat had given
them cut so dee' into their profits that they did not feel
Yery cl~aritably disposed toward the little broker.
Keating, who acted as cashier for the pool, settled with
Syh·ester Noble for the shares he had purchased from Nat,
an<l then the members of the combine divided up what
profit was left and closed their business connections.
One and all, before they separated after their final meeting, registered a vow to get square on Nat Noble.
"He must have collared several hundred thousand dollars of our good money," said Keating. " We must get
~ome o~ that away from him in the near future."
"I'd give a good deal to get even with him," said Broker
Green, who was one of the late pool. "If I can think of
any good scheme yoh can gamble on it that I'll put it
through."
The day that Nat received his uncle's statement and
~
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check closing up the L. & ~I. matter, he called on Eunice
and told her about his good luck.
"I'm worth a full million and somethincr
over, Eunice,"
I
o
] 1e ::iaid.
"Aren't you glad r"
He called her Eunice now, be.cause on the previous Sunday evening, when he called at her home, he had taken adYi1ntage of the chance to press the question that was uppermost in his mind as to whe.ther he might hope that some
day she would become very near anq dear to. him, and she
had given him a :favorable ~nswer.
"Of course I'm glad, Nat," she said. "Shouldn't I be?"
"I thought you should," he replied. "I'm trying.tf:o make
money as much for your sake as my own, for I expect some
day to acquire the right to spend it on you."
As the typewriters were present, and cast interested
glances full of significance in their direction, they had to
be cautious in their attitude toward each other.
'l'!he girls all envied their employer, for Nat's frequent
visits to the office left no doubt in their minds· but that he
was sweet on Miss Bond, and while they were not aware
what a fine catch he was, financially speaking, they all recognized his good looks and gentlemanly address, and were
more than half in love with him themselves.
After talking awhile with Eunice, Na.t took his leave and
started back to his own office.
Nat was gradually getting a number of out-of-town customers who had come to him through his advertisement in
the financial journals.
This encouraged him to believe tltat in the course of time
he would have a business worth attending to.
About three weeks after the L. & M. deal a broker named
Glenn, whom he knew, came into his office one morning and
had a chat with him.
Among other things he casually mentioned that D. & L.
was a good s.tock that would bear watching.
"I like it so well that I'm !io1ng to buy a few thousand
shares on the chance that it will rise before many days,"
he said. '"The road is instituting many improvements that
will add to its earning capacity, and its securities are bound
to rise in the market and stay up."·
That afternoon a lady came into the office and asked Nat
what ...he would charge to sell 1,000 shares of D. & L.
He told her.
"How long will it take you to sell it?"
"Oh, not very long. It's a very. good stock and always
l!Ommands a ready sale."
"Very well, I'll bring it down to-morrow- or next day."
She had be;m gone_ only a little while when a broker
whom Nat lmew by sight called to ask him if he had any
D. & L. shares.
"No, I haven't got a share, but a lady was in here a: little
while ago who has 1,000 shares that she's going to bring
down for me to sell for her."
"Well, I'll drop in -again to-morrow afternoon about the
stock, if I don't pick up all I want between this time and
then. I've already been to a score of brokers and can't
find a share. Seems to be getting scarce, for some reason."
Mr. Gummett called just as N a.t ·was getting ready to go
home and asked him if he had any of D. & L.
"No, sir. You're the second person who has been in• here
to-day looking for it."
·
"It's a good stock to be long in," said Gummett, con-

fidentially. "If I had the cash I'd load up with it at once,
but it takes about all my spare coin to handle my busines.;;
these days."
Two other brokers he met on· the .street next morning also
spoke well of D. & L.
The lady turned u.p about eleven in the morning with t.he
1,000 shares, and Nat bought it of her, paying her $52,000.
He decided that he would hold on to the stock for a few
days to sge how things panned out.
·when he went out he inquired in several offices if they
had any of it on hand, but couldn't .find any.
He wondered if the stock was . really getting scaree, and
made additional inquiries for it.
During the day he saw Broker Gummett and spoke to
him about the E.tock.
"Yes, it seems to be scarce," replied Gummett.
"Looks as if it was being bought up, doesn't {t ?" said
Nat.
"Somewhat that y;ay."
"I should like to get 10,000 sharcl! if i could," said Nat.
"Give me your order and I'll see if I can get them," said
Gummett.
Nat gave him the order, raising it to 15,000 shares, or
any part there.of.
Half an 1hour afterward D. & L. suddenly got active on
the Exchange and rose to 55.
He received word from Gummett soon after that he
co.uldn't get the stock much under 56, and was asked for
instructions.
Nat sent hini word to buy at 56.
An hour later the stock was up to 58.
Gummett met Nat -on the street.
"I was only able to get you 5,000 shares at 5'5 7-8. It is
up to 58 now. You· will have to pay that or more for it if
you want the balance of your order filled."
' Well, buy it at 58 or 58 1-2."
In due time Gummett notified Nat that he had secured
5.000 at 58 1-8 and 5,000 at 58 1-2.
. He added that he knew wh~re he could get him another
5,000 at the latter price if he bought right a.way.
Nat sent him word to gather it in.
The i;tock closed that day at 58 3-4.
Next morning Nat was notified by Gummett that he hAcl
bought .the other 5,000 shares, and that he now held 20,000
shares subject to his order.
N a.t watched the ticker and saw that the price had
dropped to 57 1-2.
Broker Gunn came in about this time and asked the little
broker if he had any D. & L.
"I've got some, but I'm holding on to it."
"Do you know. where I can get any?" asked Gunn. "It
seems to be scarce."
"No, I haven't the least idea."
"Looks as if some.body was trying to corner the stock,"
said Gunn.
"It will take a lot of money to corner D. & L. successfully, as I understand there was over 100,000 shares sold to
the public."
"You forget that it pays a dividend of four per cent. annually on the common stock. Its par value is $50, and its
price is always a little above that. Therefore, a good deal
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of it is held by trust companies and others, and will not
come on the market."
Shortly after Broker Gunn le£t, Gummett came in and
told Nat that he had heard t'hat Green, in that building,
had some D. & L.
"I haven't been able to see him this morning and couldn't
say fot· certain that he has any, but you might drop in and
see him abaut the matter if you want any more."
"I don't care to do business with Mr. Green," replied
·
Nat, shortly.
"No?" replied Gummett, in apparent &urprise: "Had a
·
·
•
falling-out with him,?" ·
"Well, we d~m't speak as we pass by," returned the little
.
broker, grimly.
Gummett laughed.
"Have you got all the D. & L. you want, or shall I drop
in on Green and get what he has, if he.has any?"
"You can do so. But I see .the price has fallen off this
morning." •
"Yes. Guess it will go up again."
"Don't give Green more than 57.;l.-2."
"All right," and Gummett retired.
Gummett returned in fifteen minutes saying that he bad
seen Green and that he had 10,000 shares which he was
willing to let go at 57 1-2.
"Take them," replied Nat.
The deal wa.s made.
When Nat next l06ked at the ticker he saw that 6 000
'
shares had been sold at the Exchange for 57 7-8.
"I guess it's going up again. I've got 31,000 shares now
and ought .to make a good thing out of them."
On ·coming from lunch he saw with some consternation
that D. & L . had suddenly gone down to 52 3-8.
This meant a loss of $150,000 to him, unless things improved.
Nat rushed around to Gummett's and put up additional
margin.
Whe!}. he got back to the office Andy walked into his private room.
"I want to till ye somethin' I heard, sor," he said.
"What is it, Andy?" asked Nat.
·"I wint into one of thirn cafes in Broad Strate, sor, and
I saw Mister Gummett, and 1\Iislcr Gunn, and Mister
Grane, and Mister Frinch, and Mister Keatin' all laughin'
,
and talkin' together, sor."
"Well, what about it?"
"They was laughin' and talkin· about vc sor." said the
·
• '
boy, earnestly.
"About me, eh?"
· "Yis, sor. I heard Mister Frinch say thot they had ye
where the hair was short at last."
"Indeed!" replied Nat, grea.tly interested and somewhat
disturbed.
"Yis, sor. Mister Grane said he had unloaded tin thot<sand shares on ye at some :figure thot I don't remimber."
"Mr. Green said that, dicl he?"
"Yis, sor. Auel Mister Keating said he was sorry thot he
hadn't been able to sill ye more than 5,000 through Mister
'-Gummett."
"Mr. Keating said that?"
"Yis, sor. And Mister Fr"nch said 11e was sorry, too, tbo·t
he had only pushed 5,000 on ye."
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"By George! This is interesting!" ejaculated Nat.
"And it seems Mister Gunn and Mister Gummett had
sold ye 5,000 aich thimsilves. Thin some woman had started
the ball rollin' by sellin' ye 1,000 shares outright at the
market. I thought I'd tell ye this, sor, for it looked suspicious to me the way they were callin' ye insultin' names,
sich as lobster, and aisy mark, and so on."
"I'm much obliged to you-, Andy. for telling m·e what
you have."
"There's some more yit, sor."
"Well?"
"They said they had control of the stock, the name of
which they didn't mintion, and thot they were goin' i.o
squeeze ye go~ by forcin' the urice down to nixt dure to
nothin'."
. "Who said that ?"
"Mister Graue, sor."
"Is that all, Andy?"
"Yis, sor."
"All right. You may go."
It was certainly startling news for Nat to find he was
caught in a trap himself, and that Mr. Gummett, wlto was
acting for him, was one of the- conspirators.
"No wonder D. & L. went bac'k to its usual price,"
thought the little broker. "I've been hoodwinked into the
idea that there was a pool behind the stock engaged in
trying to corner i~ and send the price up. Th:ose chaps
have been ringing in wash· sales- on. me to make a fictitious
advance in order to lead me on·. Well; they've done it, a.U
right. Now it's up to me to get ont" at the least loss I can.
If those chaps knew I had over a million at my back when
they started in they would n~ doubt have tried to unload
twice as much stock on me in order to make sure of crippling me. I guess, as the case stands, I can meet any
further call for margins made- on me. No matter how low
they may be able to forc't! it dovyn they won't be able to keep
it down long enough to beat me. I wish I knew some way
of turning the tables on them. I could do it by calling on
Uncle Sylvester, but I don't want to let him lmow I' ve been
caught in such a trap. He'"d, give me tlie laugh, for he's
as good. as told me I was sure to get it in the neck before
long. No, he mustn't 'know about the hole I'm in. I must
get out of it without any assistance from him."
Then Nat began to_figure the situation out.

CHAPTER XII.
TIIE LITTLE BROKER SECURE8 UNEXPECTED BACKI NG.

""Let me see," said Nat to himself, "I've got something
like $300,000 up on margin on those 30,000 shares. If the
Keating crowd can force it as low as 40 I'll have to put up
$300,000 more to save myself. T'hat, with the $52,000 I
paid that lady wl~o opened the scheme will stand me in
$650,000. I will then have $4:50,000 to meet a further call
for margins. 'rhe price will have to go below 25 to put
me on the ragged edge, and the stock is too good to take
any such tumble as that, so I am fairly safe. However, I
stand to lose the difference befareen 52 or so and 58 in
the end. That will be $150,000. I don't mind that half
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as much as the idea that those slick roosters have managed
to ·put me in the hole. I wish I h'ad a few millions at my
disposal. You can gamble on it I'd make them sick before
I got through with them. In order to force the price down
they'll have to sell a whole lot of the stock short. Now, if
I hacl the cash to meet their game by buying as fast as they
offered the stock I could hold the price until I had frightened them into drawing off. 'rhen I could keep right on
and bull the stock up so that they would have to cover their
sales at a loss. That would be a :fine revenge; but, unfortunately, I haven't the coin to carry such a scheme through.
I think I'll go over and see Uncle Sylvester, outline the
plans of these foxy gentlemen, and suggest that he get up
a bu!). pool to beat them. He needn't know that I'm in a
hole flit; all. It will be a good chance for him and his
friends to make a big wad of money at the expense of the
Keating and French crowd."
Accordingly, Nat put on his hat and ran over to his
uncle's office.
"I've got a tip for you;Uncle Sylvester," he said, as soon
as he seated himself alongside his relative's desk.
"A tip, eh? What is it?"
Nat immediately to.Jd him ab~ut the plans of the Keating
a.n(l French crowd.
.
"How did ypu find out they are going to sell D. & L .
short in order to bear the price?" asked his uncle, with all
the caution of an experienced operator.
" Oh, I found it ·out," nodded Nat, confidently. "And
it's a sure pointer."
"Your word is all right in its way, but I'cl lik.e to have
a little better evidence before I could . think of taking advantage of your information. If what .YOU say is true it
will take a few millions to fight them successfully. I
wouldn't think of going into the game alone."
"Well, what's to hinder you getting up a pool to beat
those chaps?"
'
"Nothing, if I could show the game up in a convincing
way to the persons I would ask to go in with me; but I
couldn't go to them merely on your word. That isn't business. I must have good proof of the fact that Keating and
his crowd are going to work this bear movement which you
claim they are about' to do. Bring me satisfactory evidence
and then I'll look into the ma.t ter."
"I'm afraid I can't make it any clearer than I have
done," replied Nat. "You will have some evidence, howCYer, by to-morrow or next day, when those gentlemen begin operations. Then it may be too late for you to make
your a.rrangements in time to head them off. They ought
io be blocked at the start. If I wasn't up to my neck in
another matter I'd try to form a bull pool myself."
"You'd form a bull pool, woulg you? Say, young man,
your nerve is simply inexhaustible! One of these clays I
suppose you expect to be king of the Sh(eet," he concluded,
sarcastically.
"I may be. Who knows?" replied Nat, coolly.
"you' d better return to your own office. I've got a lot
~£ 'vork to attend to."
"Then you won't do anything about my tip?"
"Not unless I can have something more convincing than
your word."
"All right, uncle. Y O'U are losing half a million or so by

turning my proposition down. Just .watch the market for
the next few days, and you will see what you will see."
"Humph! I e:-rpect to see you looking for that million
of yom~ with a telescope before the year is out," growled
Sylvester Noble.
J
I
"You neecln'( worry about that million. It looks so lonesome that I'm hustling to get another to keep it company.
Good-day," and Nat walked out as chipper as a young colt.
He ran upstairs to see Eunice for a few minutes, and then
returned to his own office.
As he was crossing Wall Street a little, old, white-haired
gentleman who was coming toward him suddenly slipped on
a banana peel and came down in a heap in the street.
Nat ran to his assistance, picked him up and helped him
back on the sidewalk.
"I hope you're not hurt, sir," he said, in a sympathetic
tone.
"I don't know," quavered the old gentleman.
He looked very much the worse for the· shock he had sustained, and Nat didn't feel as if he ought to leave him in
that condition.
..
•
"You'd better come up to my office until you recover.
It is only a few do-0rs from here. Then, if you wish me to,
I'll see you to your destination."
"Thank you. I will do as you say," replied the old gentleman, gratefully.
So Nat led the demoralized old man to the Niobe Building, took him up the elevator to the fourth floor and introduced him to his office.
One of the appointments of the private room was a
leather-covered lounge, and Nat told the old gentleman to
lie down on it till he felt better.
"I am very much obliged to you, young man. Will you
tell me your name?"
"Nat Noble, sir."
"Thank you . You are employed here, I suppose?"
"No, sir. I am a broker, and this is my office."
The little old gentleman seemed astonished.
"You are young to be a broker. You are not twenty-one,
I -should judge."
I
"No, sir."
"Are you any relation to Sylvester Noble, broker, of Exchange Place?"
"Yes, sir. He is my uncle."
"Indeed! Your uncle used to act as one of my brokers
when I was active in the Street."
"Then you have been connected with Wall Street?" said
Nat.
"Very much so," smiled the old gentleman. "My name ·
is Josiah Lombard."
"Josiah Lombard!" cried Nat, to whom the name was
farniliru.'. "Is it possible you are that famous operator?"
"I am."
"You were the associate of Jim Fisk, Jay Gould, and
others of that crowd?"
"I was. They are all gone now. I am the last of the
old guard, and I suppose I must follow them soon, for I am
nearly ninety."·
"One would never think so to look at you. You look
good for many years .yet."
"One can never tell," sighed the old gentleman. "So
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you are a young broker just starting out on your Wall
Street qareer ?"
"Yes, sir. I've only been a few months in business, but
I've done pretty well. I've made a million already."
"A million ! How much capital did you have to start
with?"
"Twenty-five thousand dollars."
The little old gentleman looked at him with interest.
"Will you tell me how you made a million in so short
a time with so small a :financial backing?"
Nat recounted all the particulars of the three deals he
had been in, and his visitor 'listened attentively.
"You have certainly been very fortunate. I myself believe in luck. I never cared to have business dealings with
unlucky people. I judge you are one of those on whom
Fortune delights to shower her favors. You will probably
be a very rich man in time."
"It won't be my fault if I'm not," replied Nat, confidently.
Then he told the old gentleman about the trap he had
walked into, and how he expected to extricate himself with
a loss of not, over $150,000.
"This is my first set-back, but as it is a put-up job on
me it is not altogether my fault. If I had a few millions
at my disposal I'd get back at those brokers in a way that
would make their hair curl, and come out a.million or more
ahead of the gam·e."
"How would yon do it?" asked the little old gentleman,
clearly much interested in his new friend.
' Nat outlined the plan he would follow, and showed how
it was bound to prove a winner with sufficient financial
backing.
"I tried to interest my uncle in the idea; but he couldn't
sec it with my eyes, and so he has lost a good chance, ::1.nd
the probability is that the crowd who is against me1 while
they will not succeed in hurting me as much as they calculate on, will be sure to make several hundred thousand dollars if their capital enables them to carry out their plan."
"Young man," said the old gentleman, after a few moments' thought, during which he studied N a.t's face attentively, "you have interested me greatly. Besides, I am
under great obliga.tions to you for your kindness to me. I
have a great mind to back you in this deal of yours. I
have securities in the vaults of the Manhattan National
·on which I could raise a dozen million in. cash, if necessary. This situation you are in arouses all the old-time
spirit of the Street within me. I seem to smell the battle
fram afar. I can imagine what would happen in the Exchange if you were able to carry your plans through. But
it takes an experienced general to conduct such an important fight against half-a-dozen shrewd brokers. If I
thought you could handle the game I'd back you with as
'many millions as you might need."
·
"I could work it all right, sir," :replied Nat, confidently,
with the fire of an aggressive nature in his eye.
"Well, give me an outline of how you would carry the
deal through from this point," said the old gentleman, after
regarding him thoughtfully.
Nat started in and laid down .his plan of oper!l-tion,
point by point, covering every emergency he could think of.
When he had finished the little old gentleman said:
"Run down to the offices of the D. & L. road and find

out how many shares of the stock is on the market. Find
out in whose names the larger holdings are recorded on ,the
books. I will wait"till you return.;,
Nat put on his hat and was off like a shot.
In less than an hour he was back with the information.
The old gentleman studied , the paper carefully.
"Very well," he said. "I am going to back you in this
deal. I will advance you money enough to pay for every
share sold to you. Come with me over to the Manhattan
National. I will introduce you to the cashier, and instruct
him to pay for all shares of D. & L. presented C. 0. D. at
the bank. My securities in the vaults will be several times
sufficient to meet all the payments. When you are ready
to sell, the bank will make all deliveries for cash. You will
be charged with the current rate ~ interest for the money
I will furnish you to put the deal through. All over that
will be paid to you by the bank when a final settlement is
made. Is that satisfactory, Noble?"
"Perfectly," replied Nat, not a little excited and enthused by the prospect ahead.
"Then, if you please, we will go," said the old gentleman,
rising.
Nat gave him his arm and they went out together.

CHAPTER XIII.
THE LITTLE BROKER BEGINS HIS BIG FIGHT.

Nat Noble looked like a different boy when he walked
into his office on the following morning.
'He was on the eve of a deal that would make even his
uncle sit up and take notice.
The little. old gentleman had taken him to one of the
biggest brokerage firms in the Street, and Nat had outlined '
his plans to the head of the firm.
The details of the fight to beat the Keating and French
crowd to a stand-still were carefully elaborated and everything arranged for the fray which was to commence as soon
as the opposition got busy.
Nat had arranged with his brokers to direct operations
from the visitors' gallery of the Exchange, -as he couldn't
go on the floor, and a code of signals was fixed up between
them so as to convey certain directions and suggestions from
the little broker to his active workers.
At ten o'clock Nat was promptly on hand at his post,
and the broker who was to conduct the first part of the fight
was on the floor with his lieuten~nts when the chairman.
opened business.
Neither Keating nor French appeared in tb.e Exchange
until eleven o'clock, though Green and Gummett were
there, and so nothing was done in D. & L. for the first hour.
Keating walked to the D. & L. standard and offered
1,000 shares at 51-1-2.
One of his lieutenants bought it in, thus establishing a
basis for the trades that were to follow.
Keating immediately offered 2,000 shares for 51.
Some broker bought.
Keating then offered 5,000 for 50.
Nat waved his arm anQ his J:>ro~er took the shares.
For the next quarter of an hour there were exciting times
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around the D. & L. pole, as Keating sold the stock down
io 46.
Then there was a lull of ten minutes, which was used in
comparing trades. ·
'
Ke!rling had sold 50,000 shares of D. & L., and the bulk
of it had been bought by Nat through his broker anc1 aioes.
Nat had arranged with another bro'ker on the outside to
look after his margins on the 30,000 shares held subject
to his orders by Gummett.
After the stock had gone to 46 Keating stepped out of
the circle in order to wait for information from Gummett,
who had returned to his office.
/
If Nat failed to cover his margins again, and thus allowed himself to be sold out, the Keating crowd would proceed at once to cover their short sales, and then French
would step in and bid the price back to 52 or over.
While Keating was away there was some desultory trading done in D. & L., the price gradually advancing\to 50.
Nat's broker took no part in this.
When Keating learned that Nat had rnade--good his margins he returned to the fray and began to sell another
30,000 shares short, beating the price down to 45.
All his offers were taken in by Nat's broker or his assistants.
After another lull Keating renewed his efforts and got
the price to 43.
A big crowd had by this time gathered around the D.
& L. pole, which now occupied the chief attention of the
Exchange.
There was excitement to burn as Keating continued his
raid on the stock.
•
Ha sold 40,000 shares more, and got the stock down to
40, when he hauled off to await information froi&i Gummett.
Nat's representative having met a further call for margin, the news was sent to Keating, who resumed his bear
tactics, and a.f ter selling 60,000 shares, got the price clown
to 35.
This necessitated more margin from Nat, and it was met
as before.
Keating and his bunch held a hurried consultation.
They had sold 200,000 shares of D. & L. short, most of
it to Nat unknowingly, and they sa.w that the little broker
was no nearer being wiped out of his 30,000 shares than
before.
They had taken a big risk in their efforts to ruin the
boy, anc1 were afraid to go any further.
Accordingly, all of them except Keating began to try and
buy the stock to cover.
. This fact was immediately telegraphed to Nat, who at
once gave the signal to rush the price up.
His broker ·and lieutenant then began bidding at a lively
tate.
~
In a few minutes they pushed the stock from 35 up to
50, amid a pandemonium of excitement, in which the frantic efforts of French and his bunch to get the stock back
cheap were snowed under.
After a short lull, Nat's broker resumed his bidding, carrying the price up to 55.
Very little real stock had come out until after tl}e price
passed 52, and then Nat's broker hauled off for a breathing
spell.
Keating and his crowd were now in a bac1 hole.

They had pledged themselves to deliver 200,000 shares
of D. & L. at varying figures below 50 down to 35, expecting
to be able to buy in enough under 40 during the panicky
feeling to make good .
Nat had blocked them by forcing the price up to 55 so
fast as to take their breath away.
·w hen Nat's broker got busy again the stock began to
come qut fast, as the price went kiting to 60.
Of ~oursc the little broker's representative took in all
that was tlu-own at him and as long as he did that he was
master of the situation.
}fat, being backed with capital enough to take and pay
for every share offered to his broker, was rapidly"cornering
the supply.
Tho Keating and French crowd was paralyzed 1Jy the
unexpected turn of affairs.
They had been caught in their own trap, and did not
know how to extricate themselves.
They recognized that some powerful interests were forcing them to the wall, and saw that unless things changed
they would be ruined, for it would be impossible for them to
keep their eng~gements.
Nat had been compelled, during the slump, to put up
$650,000 additional tuargins, but now, with the stock going
higher, his 30,000 was not only out of clanger but accumulating a profit.
•
Already he was $80,000 ahead of the game, provided he
could unload his shares.
At two o'clock the price was up to 65, and then he signaled his broker to draw off.
·
At the same time he sent a note to Gummett by messenger
instructing him to sell his holdings in small lots.
Gummett was in duty bound to obey orders, though he
saw that the little broker was slipping out of the net
spread for him, ancl at a profit, too.
All the 30,000 shares were disposed of at prices between
65 and 62, or on an average of 63 1-2, and Nat realized a
profit ml $180,000 at the expense of the Keating bunch. ,
That, however, vas but a minor issue cornpa.red with the
250,000 shares he had bought with Josiah Lombard's
money.
Of that number 50,000 were certain to be delivered at
the bank in the morning.
As to the 200,000 which Keating had engaged to deliver
at low prices, anc1 the bulk of which he hacl been unable to
buy in, he and his bunch would be obliged to borrow it for
delivery, if they could gei it, at a tremendous loss, -that in
the encl was bound to cripple them at the figure D. & L .
closed at that fl.fternoon, which was around 61.
All the stock actually delivered at the bank would have
to be resold at a profit by Nat before the big deal could be
successfully completed, anc1 that was a far harder job to
put through than the part he had already engineered.
He left the Exchange to consult with his brokers over
next day"s campaign, and as he cl id o he felt that he carried
a weight on his young shoulders that made him feel ten
years older than when he got up that morning.
His own private resources l:iad so far been increased from
something over a millio11 to nearly a million and a quarter,
but according to his agreemc1,1t with Mr. lJombard he stood
a. chance of being wiped out if he failed to carry the deal
through to a successful termination.
..
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His efforts to sell the 250,000 shares already accumulated, if the Keating crowd managed by hook or crook to
meet their engagements with his broker, might result in a
big panic on the Exchange, unless the work
was delicately
\
managed.
A panic would mean his ruin, if it went far enough, and
the salvation of the opposition bunch after all.
It was po wonder, then, if Nat felt the awful responsibility he was facing, and almost dreaded the coming of the
morrow, which meant victory or Waterloo for him.

CHAPTER XIV.
THE LITTLE BROKER MAKES A FEW PERTINENT REMARKS .

While Nat was in consultation with his brokers, the
Ke.1ting crowd was holding a confab in French's office.
Green and Keating were in a particularly bad humor.
"That boy has got clean out of the tangle with a profit,
while we're in a tight box," snarled Green. " ·The question
is, what are we going to do to extricate ourselves?"
"We've got to deliver ~00,000 shares at the Manhattan
National at figures all the way from 35 to 50, mostly way
beloi.!' the latter," said Keating. "I'd give considerable to
know who the ban'k is acting for ."
"It ~1st be a moneyed crowd we're up against," said
French. "G.arfield & Staley are the brokers, and it is one
of the biggest firms in the Street. It was our ill-luck to
handle a stock that some· combine was engineering to corner,
from all appearances."
"Yes, we set this trap to catch the boy and have been
caught in it ourselves," said Gummett.' "He's met every
call for margins like a-little man. Either his resources are
greater than we figured on, or his uncle came to his rescue."
"I guess his lmcle must have lent him money to tide
him over. How much was he called upon to put up altogether?"
"Six hundred and fifty thousand," replied Gummett.
"Quite a good-sized sum for a little broker like him to
handle," remarked Gunn. "Besides that, he bought 1,000
shares of D. & L. outright from that lady at the start for
$52.000. Did you sell that for him, too?"
".r o," replied Gummett. "1 simply sold the 30,000 in
small lots, according to his orders, which I wa bound to
carry out. His net profit over all expenses will amount
to $180,000. 80 you see I'll have i.o send him a check tomorrow for over $800,000. The 1,000 shares will at the
present market price yield him n. further profit of nearly
$10,000. So, instead of getting revenge on him, we've only
succeeded in putting nearly $200,000 in his poc'ket, as well
as geitin~ ourselves into a nasty hole. 'l'he scheme has
acted like a boomerang, and I'm thoroughly disgusted with
the whole thing."
"You're not any more disgusted than the rest of us."
snorted Keating. , "There is no use of crying over spill~d
milk. It's up to us now to get out of the fix the best way
we can."
"W.e have only been able to buy in 25,000 shares of the
stock at a price that we could stand . The balance we'll have
to borrow, and trust to luck to be able to get the stock later
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at a figure that will enable us to return it without going to
the wall. At the prese1it moment if we had to cash up at
the market, some of us w.ould lose our seats at the Exchange," tiaid French.
The others realized the truth of their associate's rema.r k,
and looked gloomily at one another.
At that moment the tinge oi'. the atmosphere in French's
private office was decidedly blue.
Keatin'g made out a list of brokers from whom he expected to get the needed shares and handed it around, each
of his associates selecting a certain number .to call on to
secure the number of shares allofted to them.
At that moment a note was handed in to French.
Ile opened it and read it with an exclamation of surpri~~
"What do you think of this?" he said. "It sounds al·
most too incredible to believe, and yet the writer, who is a
particular friend of mine, assures me that the facts ,are
1
true."
"What facts?" . demanded Keating, impatiently, while the
rest were all attention.
"Listen," replied French.
Then he read the note out aloud.
It stated that the bull movement of the day had been directed by Nat Noble, who seemed to be in charge of it.
The writer had observed his presence in the visitors' gallery of the Exchange, and caught on to the signals which
were exchanged between him and Brokers Garfield &
Staley on the floor.
The statement acted like the explosion of a bomb in the
office.
Ev~n Keating lOO'ked amazed.
"It doesn't seem possible that that boy can be a.t the back
of a big movement such as was inaugurated to-day," he
said, in~redulously.
"Possible or not, I can assure you that the information
is perfectly reliable when it comes from Eldridge," replied
French. "Noble must have interested his uncle fo get up
a bull clique in order to save his nephew from being wiped
out."
"Pshaw! If Sylvester Noble did anything like that he
wouldn't leave the workings of it in the hands of that boy.
He's too old a bird for that. He'd have looked after the
deal .himself, or had his most experienced broker attend to
the matter. In any case he'd have hardly gone to Garfielcl
& Staley and employed them. Depend on it, if Nat ~oble
\Vas interested in to-day's ha.t ile he's backed by somebotly
other than his uncle," said Keating, savagelJ,
"Who else but his uncle would come to his rescue?"
growled Green. "'This is a game of millions. Garfielcl &
Staley bought fully $10,000,000 worth of D. & L. stork
to-day, all of which has got to be paid for on delivery to the
M:anhatian National in the morning. A pool is certainly
al the back of this business. Now, tell me what combination of capitalists would put that boy in charge of their
deal? Why, a false move on his part would be likely to
wreck the whole game."
"I'm not answeri~g conundrums," answered French . "I
am merely presenting facts as they have been brought to my
notice. If that boy is working the deal from the gallery
he'll be there in the morning. • We can then watch him
and see what he's up to."

.
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"He has no right to carry on business from the gallery,"
cried Green, angrily. "If he attempts to do it to-morrow
I'll have him arrested and put out of the building. Then
I'll see that he's kept out after this for abusing the1rivilege
accorded to spectators."
"We'll delegate that business to you, Green," chuc:kled
French. "You can carry it out better than any one of us."
The meeting tlien broke up and the traders separated
to meet again a.t five o'clock.
It was close to five when Nat left the office of Garfield &
Staley after fixing up a plan for the morrow.
He almost ran into Broker French, who was cot.ning along
the corridor of the building.
"Good-afternoon Mr. French " s.aid Nat with his cus-'
tomary politeness. '"How is th~ world ~m'cr0 you?"
"You've got a whole lot of nepe to ask me that questioh," replied French. "I suppose you think you're the
whole thing just now."
"Why do you say that?"
"Because I understand that you have been making things
hum at the Exchange to-day."
"What put such a thing as that in your head?"
"Trying to play innocent.• are you?" sneered French.
"You're like the ostrich who, when pursued, buries his bead
ih the sand under the impression that he's hiding himself.
You're a new thing yet, and have lots to learn. Probably
you'll learn a few new kinks to-morrow."
"I'm learning new kinks every day," retorted Nat. "I'm
learning who are trying to get my fleece away from me,
for one thing. And I am learning how to protect myself
from some apparently good friends who shake hands with
me and tell me what good fellow I am before my face;
then they get together and lay plans to ruin me. Oh, yes,
I'm learning something new every day, and expect to learn
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a lot more before I turn up, my toes and go to the happy
hunting grounds, where there's no such thing as a stock
exchange."
"What are you talking about ·?" snorted French.
"Nothing in particular. I was just relieving myself of
a few philosophic remarks, that's all."
"What do you mean by people shaking hands with you
before your face, and then putting up a job on you behind
vour back?"
J
" You ought to know, Mr. French," replied Nat, coolly.
"Do you mean to insinuate--"
"I'm not insinuating anything. Merely stating a few
facts tha.t seem to be of ordinary occurrence down here
among some of the brokers. A fellow has got to keep his
wits about him all the time, or snip ! goes a pair of sharp
shears, and he's minus a bunch of fleece. It isn't always
the early bird that gets the worm in this neighborhood, is
it, Mr. French? but the bird that has eyes in the back of
his head, as well as in front."
"I'd like to know just what you're getting at. I never
heard you talk this way before."
"That's beca.use I didn't know as much as I do now."
"Indeed!" sneered French. "You 'may 'know more tomorrow about this time."
Thus speaking, the trader walked off.
"That sounds like a veiled threat," muttered Nat, walk~
ing out of the building.

CHAPTER XV.
THE LITTLE BROKER STARTS A PANIC.

The sun rose on Wall Street next morning just as it had
done every day for a week past.
r
When the clock on Trinity Church pointed to nine, all
the streets leading to the financial district were alive with
clerks of all ages and importance, and lots of pTetty, and
some that were not around when beauty was given out,
typewriters, wending their way in a brisk fashion toward
their respective offices.
After them came the people who didn't have to be at their
places of business exactly on the minute, and intermingled
with them were the early "lambs" who had read in the
morning editions that something would be on tap in Wall
Street that day.
·
Then came the brokers, and other bosses, all wearing a
look of business.
The brokers' offices were crowded to overflowing before
ten, for the unexpected rise of D. & L. above 60 had at-'
tracted great attention and anticipation of what the day
would bring forth.
The market looked buoyant in every way, and it was expected that D. & L. might go to 70 before three o'clock.
The outsiders had brought down fat pocketbooks with
them to put on the stock in expectation of reaping a golden
profit. '
•
All signs pointed to a lively day on 'Change, and everybody was out to make the nimble dollar.
Nat N able came down early.
He appeared as soon almost as Andy had opened up.
Andy's left eye was discolored with a bluish ring that
morning.
"What's the matter, Andy?" asked Nat. "Did you run
·
against a door in the dark last night?"
"No, sor; I run ag'in a fist," replied the boy, frankly.
"It must have been a hard one," laughed the little
broker.
"Yis, sor. It was the fist of l\Iichael Grady, one of thim
district missingers, but he promised not to do it ag'in."
"What did you do to him?"
"Well, sor, I dunno exactly. Me fists a.cted kind of reekless like, do ye moind. A fri'nd of his tould me this mornin' that he'd be in the hospital a wake."
"You must be a terror, Andy."
"Well, sor, I'm gettin' tired of bein' insulted wido'lt'
cause, so I thought I'd taich the b'y a lesson. Maybe the
rist of his gang will take warnin' and lave me alone in the
future."
"You ought to have had your eye painted. It looks bad
in an office."
"Painted, is it? I niver heard of that rimedy for a
black eye. Shall I have it painted white, sor?"
"You'd better call at a druggist's this afternoon. Maybe
he'll be able to fix you up."
"Sure, I thought it was a sign painter I should go to."
"Not at all, Andy. It's a different kind of painting altogether that your eye requires."
"Yis, sor; if ye say so, sor. There's two litters for ye on
your disk, brought be the postman."
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:N° at 11·cnt inside and read the letters, which were from
hrn new out-of-town customers.
_\t a quarter to ten he went over to Garfield & Stalev's
office and had a final talk with Mr. Garfield, after which
he went over to the Exchange.
There was a crowd around the D. & L. post when the
gong opened business, and Garfield was in the center of it.
He started the fun by offering 62 for any part of 5,000
shares.
In a moment the excitement began and the mob of brokers, the bulk of them with buying orders in their pockets,
surged around Garfield.
Little by little he forced the price up, while buying and
selling went on around him, until he got it to 70.
Then Nat made a signal intended for' Staley.
That broker and his lieutenants started ih selling on the
~~

-

Garfield was doing his best, and successfully, to &ustain
the price, and even force it higher.
A messenger brought a note to Staley at tl{at moment
from the b'ank, notifying him that the Keating people had
presented the 200,000 shares of D. & L. sold by Keating
to Garfield.
That let them out as far as their previpus day's engagements were concerned, but th!ly had the bulk of that stock
to buy in yet if they could get it at a price within the scope
of their united capital.
Nat saw Broker G;re~n circula.ting around on the :floor,
but he did not suspect that that individual was watching
him.
Immediately after Nat signaled Staley to buy, Green hurried off the :floor.
A few mim1tes later he appeared with a policeman in the
gallery.
The pair made at once for the little broker.
" 'T here he is., officer! Arrest hiin !" cried Broker Green.
Nat turned and looked at them in astonishment.
"Hold on there !," he protested, indignantly. "What
have I done?"
The policeman, however, reached for him as though he
were a common crook.
"Come, now, young man," he said, roughly. "Get out of
here!"
"What for? I have a right here," obj11cted Nat.
"You have no right here!" cried Green, angrily.
"Well, I have the privilege, then, of staying here.''
"You've forfeited that lfy trying to conduct operations
on the :floor when you're not a member of the Exchange.
~
Throw him out, officer!"
"l\fove on!" said the policeman, shoving the little broker
toward the exit leading to the stairs.
"All right," replied Nat, seeing that resistance would
only lead to his anest, and that he could not afford to risk.
"I'll go; but you needn't be so strenuous about it. Take
your hands off me. You are exceeding your authority, and
I could make a complaint against you to the commissioner."
The officer wisely released him when he saw that the bory
intended going of his own accord.
"So that is your word, Mr. Green, is it?" said Nat, when
they got to the head of the stairs. "Trying to get squ?.re
with me because I taught you and. your crowd a lesson yest erday-a lesson you all deserve :for springing a measly trap

on me.~ I'm not thwugh with you yet. I haven't :forgotten
that trick you played on me some weeks a.go, when you
went ,back on your verbal agreement to make good that
$50,000 you borrowed on Midland Central. I've got the
stock in my safe yet. Some day it will be up again and
I'll get my money back anyway, without any thanks to you.
You're a gentleman-I don't think !"
"How dare you talk to me in that way?" roared Green,
furiously.
"I dare to because I have no respect for a man of your
principles."
"1'hrow him downstairs, officer! Do you heax him insulting me?"
"Move on, young man!" said the officer, threa.teningly.
"Look here, Mr. Green," said Nat, in a compressed tone.
"I've money enough behind me to make you and your crowd
of sharpers look like thirty cents. And I'm going to :force
the whole of you to the wall before I'm done with you. I'll
see that you'll havE) the time of your life getting D. & L.
shares under 70 to meet your obligations. It was I who
bought those 200,000 shares of Keating yesterday which
you had to borrow to save yO'Ur skins to-day. You expect
to get those shares when the price gets back to a.round 50.
Well, I'll see that the price doesn't get back there in time to
save you. That's all I've got to say to you, and you may
carry my words to Keating, French, and the rest of your
associates."
Nat walked downstairs as mad as a hatter.
' He was now looking for revenge on the opposition bunch,
and at the critical stage of the game he had lost his head.
Five minutes later he sent directions in to his brokers
that surprised them.
The first was to Staley to throw stock on the market to
break the price temporarily.
.
Staley could not disobey, though he thought it a crazy
act.
So he began offering the stock at the last quotation right
and left.
Intense excitement ensued.
The brokers who had been buying as fast as they could
for their customers stopped and stared aghast. '
Brokers who had l:)een buying :for themselves got frightened at what appeare\i to be a new bear attack, and hastened to unload.
The whole Exchange was thrown into sudden confusion
and a few moments later a wild pan ic set in.

CHAPTER XVI.
CONCLUSION.

The news :flew through the Street like wildfire, and customers in the offices interested in D. & L. and other stock
began to act like crazy people in their eagerness to save
themselves from ruin.
The 'newspaper reporters wired th~ir journals that the
mark~t had gone to pieces.
The only persons who were hilariously happy were Keat.
ing, French and the rest of the ·bunch.
D. & L. was falling at a rate that promised them security.

'
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Inside of half an hour they expected to be on easy street
The two brokers macle a wad of money out of commisonce more.
sions, and Nat had a big interest bill to settle with the bru1k
Nat suddenly woke. up to the fact that he. had made a in Josiah Lombard's behalf, hut in spite of all that he
blunder.
·
cleared a million and a half over and· above his outside
He had played into the hands of his enemies, instead of profits on the deal, making him worth $3,500,000.
When he later on explained the whole thing to his Uncle
accomplishing what he had expected to do.
Sylvester, and showed him that he had made two and oneThe J]ftnic must be stopped at all hazards.
He scrit word in to Garfield to buy right and left and half millions out of that one deal, the seasoned old broker
could harclly believe the evidence of his eyes.
that he would have him sustained.
"I'll ta:ke back all I saicl about you, Nat," he said. "It's
'l:'hen he rushed to his uncle's office.
"Uncle, I want you to help me out. I want you to buy my opinion that you are a young Jay Gould and Jim Fisk
D. & L. for me. The panic in the Exchange has got to be rolled into one. You're a natural born operator, and I
stopped at all hazards. I've got a million and a quarter dol- expect to hear that you'll be the king of the Street before
lars that I will put up as maJ:gin. Use every cent of it if you're thirty."
Of course N a.t carried the story of his success to Eunice
necessary. Get busy at once. Every moment counts."
"Why-why!" fairly gasped Sylvester Noble. "What Bond.
She was also amazed at his extrao'l'dinary· success, and
does this mean?"
.
"}fo ma.tter what it means. Do as I say, or I'll throw my said so.
"W'hat do you care, Eunice? You're going to marry a
money into another broker's pockets. Send all your lieutenants in.to the Exchange with instructions to stop the multi-millionaire in· good time and become a member of the
most exclusive society of New York. People will sa.y you?re
slump as soon as possible."
Sylvester Noble readily saw that his nephew was heavily one of the few particularly fortunate ones. Now, of the two
involved in the fate of D. & L., though he could not under- of us I think I am the more fortunate, for in winning you
stand in what way it was, since Nat claimed to have a I will get the loveliest and best little, girl in all the world,
million and a quarter of cash at his back, and that was a and that's samething that money cannot always buy."
"You foolish boy!" cried Eunice, with a ha.p py little
quarter of a million more than the boy admitted possessing
la.ugh.
at their Ia.st interview.
The newspapers got hold of the particulars of the big
"H this panic goes on I'm ruined, uncle, so don't ask
fo'r further explanation, but get to work, and get to work deal that Nat Noble engineered, and gave considerable· space
to the story.
quicker than lightning."
Then the Street took its hat off to the little broker.
In a brief space of time Sylvester Noble started his repThe publicity that he got was the making of a prosperous
resentative and assistants buying D. & L. as fast as they
•
could take it in.
business for N a.t.
Customers began to flock to his office, and he soon had
Garfield and his lieutenants had already partia1ly
stemmed the tide, and as soon as he was joined by the Noble to rent more commodious quarters, hire a bookkeeper and
forces the slump stopped and the price began to advance a stenographer, and in time other clerks:
Andy Moore no longer warmed the office chair for hours
once more.
As soon as the market had turned in earnest, Nat called at a stretch.
On the contrary, he got exercise enough to work off the
off his uncle's people.
They had bought in 60,000 shares for him at an average accumulated fat.
Constant contact with brokers a.nd customers also softof 64.
Nat sent word to Garfield to force the price as high as ened down his brogue, but his hair continued as red as ever.
If you don't believe this story is strictly true, just visit
he could, and then instructed Staley to resume his original
Wall Sheet any business day and ask any• broker the name
programme of quiet selling at the market.
Confidence had been restored after the brief slump, and of the boy who started a panic in Wall S.trcet once upon
a. time, and he will tell you it was N al Noble, the Little
everybody was buying once more.
The stock closed at 75 that day, and Nat had succeedecl Broker.
in getting rid of 90,000 shares held by the bank.
THE END.
Next day, with the price up at 80, and the public wild
over D. & L., he got rid of the balance of the stock bought
by Garfield.
•Read "A STRUGGLE FOR FAME; OR, THE GAMOn the third day, with the price still being sustained by
EST BOY IN THE WORT.JD/' which will be the next
his brokel'S, he instructed his uncle to sell the 60,000 shares
number (131) of "Fame and Fortune Weekly."
in small lots.
He got an average of 76 for the stock, netting a profit on
it of $700,000.
SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekly
- By that time Keating and his crowd were hopelessly in
are always in print. If you cannot obtain them from any
the soup.
Every man of them was forced to make an assignment, newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps by
and each lost his seat in the Exchange.
mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
Nat then called Garfield & Staley off the job and left SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the copies
D. & L. to find its proper level.
you order by return mail.
0
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-or even a gentleman-the neck is very thick, being in diam·
eter the length of a line drawn from the point of the chin to
a point just above the eyebrow. The hair-so much as may
be seen-is rather bedraggled, as though the damp air had
taken all the curl out.

Awaiting the establishment of wireless telegraphy the
French Government has fallen back on pigeon posts to keep
up communication with some of its outlying posts in Central
Africa. Especially has it been used in the case of the exSingle Coples ............. , . , , . , ......................... ..
.05 Cent.s
pedition "under Dr. Martins, of the Pasteur Institute, who is
.65
..
One Copy Three nonths .......... . .... ....... ........... .
in the Congo region studying -the sleeping sickness which is
One Copy Six nonths ...... , .... .. ..... .. ... ..... ...... . . . $1.25
One Cop7 One Year ..................... ............... . .
2.50
ravaging that part of the Dark Continent. The headquarters
Postage Free.
of the pigeons has been established at Brazzaville, and the
How To SEND MONEY.
birds are taken out by parties starting thence into the forest.
4t our ri~k send P. 0. Money Order, Check, or Registered Letter; re·
Great difficulty has been found in maintaining communica·
m1ttance1un any other way are at your risk. We accept Postage
tion by telegraph. The natives steal the wire, the elephants
Stamps th!l same as cash. When sending silver wrap the coin in a
separate piece of paper to avoid cutting the envelope. 1-Vrite 'lJOUr
break the trees and the climate interferes in all sorts of ways.
name and address plainl'lJ.
..dddress lettm·s to
Stringing long lines of field. telegrapj:l is simply hopeless.
Prank Tousey, Publisher,
24 Union Sq., New York.
Unexpectedly good results have beeh reached with the
pigeons. Communication over a circle of perhaps 360 miles
radius is regularly kept up. Almost no birds have been lost.
Many stations, as for instance one wh-ich Lieutenant Eremillet
heads, stationed 120 miles from Brazzaville, exchange daily
mails. Officers on the march also keep in touch with their
base of supplies in this way. When the distance does not
Some of the great soldiers whose names adorn history's exceed 1,200 miles messages can be exchanged in a day by a
pages entered their first battles with a feeling of fear in their system of relaying.
hearts. Frederick the Great simply lost° his head at the battle
of Molwitz. Had he not been a King it is safe to say that
he would have been shot at the next sunrise. In the heat of
the carnage he got an idea that the army under his com·
mand was being overwhelmed, so he put the spurs to his
horse and dashed headlong among his soldiers. He rode
many miles before he stopped in his wild flight. Late at
"Did I understand you to say that all rum selling has
night he was ' discovered hiding in an old mill, awaiting, as
he thought, capture by the enemy. Then he discovered that been stopped in your town?" "Not at all. I merely said it
the army he deserted had won the battle. As Frederick wa:s was strictly prohibited."
a Prince everybody tried to forget the incident just as quickly
Editor-What is the matter with that new compositor? Inas possible. And after that, when the King went to war, he
stead
of following copy in this story and setting up "foaming
was just as brave as any other soldier. General Grant, in his
memoirs, tells us that, despite the fact that he was not new steed" he insists upon making it "foaming stein." Publisher
to the ways of war, he had a strange fear in his heart when, -I guess we will have to forgive him. You see, he comes
as commander of the Uni'on forces, he found himself on the from Milwaukee.
eve of his first battle of the Civil War. He adds, however,
that he came to find that "the other fellow" had a similar
Despairingly the Christian Scientist gazed upon the walls
feeling. In American history there is no more reckless war- of heaven. In vain he had pleaded with old St. Peter. That
rior than the dashing Lighthorse Harry Lee. It seems strange, . worthy Keeper of the Keys had mutely pointed to the fateful
therefore, to find that, at the outset of the Continental strug- sign which hung above his window. On this was inscribed:
gle, Washington had to r eprove him for his "prudence" in "Tickets bought of speculators will be refused at the gate.''
battle. Lee, though, up and told Washington that he was
Theater Sign Pa.inter-Say, dat sign of our'n sayin' d::it
just as brave as the General-in-chief, and he made good his
dey wuz $10,000 spent on costumes fer de chorus girls ain't
word.
no good. De t'eayter across de street hez got one sayin' dat
As you may never see the new coin, it may interest you to deirs cost $25,000. Wot'll I do? Manager-Put one out
know how it looks. The Washington Herald professes to saying that the costumes for our entire chorus cost less than
have seen it, and says: "There never was an 11gly $10 go.Jd $25. That'll fetch 'em.
piece minted, of c-0urse. They are all pretty, albeit some are
A Washington physician was recently walking on Connectiprettier than others. But this last output is the loveliest of
them all. In the first place, there is the eagle. You ought to cut Avenue with his five-year-old son, when they were obliged
see that high-art eagle. He wears a lovely pair of pants. At to stop at a side street to await the passing of a funeral proleast we suppose they are pants-they look more like pants cession. The youngster .had never· seen aµything of the kind.
than anything else we know of. To be sure, they appear a His eyes widened. Pointing to the hearse he asked: "Dad,
little baggy and abbreviated, but we dare say they are stylish, what's that?" "That, my son," said the physician, with a
and that counts for a great deal in art. He is strolling along grim smile, "is a mistaken diagnosis."
leisurely, like an American gentleman should. That is, we
S. F. Hood, of the Department of Agriculture, at a dinner
suppose it's a he-surely a lady eagle would not be arrayed
in trousers, even though some nature faker has sought to where he was the guest of honor, told a sensational agriculprove that the real American eagle is a female. The Indian tural story, a story that should appeal to all suburbanites.
lady on the front-we presume' it is a lady, although it may "One beautiful spring morning," he began, "a suburbanite
have beeu intended for a gentleman-certainly wears a gor- looked suspicj.ously over his hedge and said to his neighbor:
geous hat. It does not appear to be on straight, exactly; but, 'Hey, what the deuce are you burying in that hole there?' The
then, a woman's hat is never on straight unless it is on neighbor laughed-a harsh, bitter laugh. 'Oh,' he said, 'I'm
crooked-according to high-art notions. The lady's mouth is just replanting some of my nasturtium seeds, that's all.' 'Nasslightly open, a trifle sneeri'ng, perhaps. The chin, prom1nent, turtium seeds?' shouted the first man, angrily. 'It looks more
aggressive; the eye, vacant and gazing into space-there be- like one of my Buff Leghorn hens.' 'Oh, that's all right,' tho
ing nothing else ahead into which she might gaze. For a lady other retorted. 'The seeds are inside.' "
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more seen, though you ma~ hear of it again only too soon
when some of your best cattle are lifted, or your lines are
deserted by the estate coolies, in consequence of one or more
of their number having furnished a light refection to his
By Kit Clyde.
royal highness."
"No apology is necessary for your plan, my dear fellow,"
I had been out for a day's snipe-shooting with my friend said O'Grady. •·In ordinary circumstances I should not hesiJack O'Grady in some swamps a few miles from his estate on tate about following it myself, as it would be a good thing
the Patchagheri Hills; but, after meeting with fair success, for the planting district to exterminate these formidable
we turned our steps homeward early in the afternoon, as I brutes. But, strange as it may seem, I think in the present
was somewhat fatigued . Having only just come up from the instance I may be morally bound in honor to let t he opporplain& on a . short visit to Jack, I was not in good condition tunity go by. However, we will load with ball-cartridge,
for walking; and though the excitement of the sport had en- creep to the edge of the cliff, as you suggest, and, if after seeabled me to sustain an unwonted amount of exercise in the ing the animal at close quarters I should nod my hood, we
stiff ground that morning, my feet began to feel very heavy will shoot it dead where it lies. But if I shake my head we
before we had accomplished half the distance back to the will quietly draw back without firing. Is it agreed?"
bungalow. In this plight, on reaching a shady spot by the
"Certainly," I replied; "though it seems strange to throw
side of a little stream, I proposed a short halt to enable me away such a chance."
to admire the grand scenery-as I said. Jack agreed to au
"It is hard lines on you to ask you to observe such a re"easy'' for a quarter of an hour, but warned me that, having striction," resumed O'Grady. "But I will give you my full
no desire to nurse me through a fever, he would not allow me reasons by-and-by. At ~resent, come on!"
to go to sleep-a refreshment I felt very much disposed to
Having loaded our guns, and seen that our knives were
indulge in.
hanging free and ready to hand if wanted, we crept. forward,
"If, however, you really care about seeing some of the grand· making a circuit so as to bring us to the edge of the cl!fl'.
est scenery in the world," said he, "you could not find a bet- opposite to where the tiger lay. I raised my gun, and with
ter point than near where we now are. About two hundred suspended breath looked eagerly toward O'Grady for the pre·
yards further down its course this stream precipitates itself concerted signal. He paused a moment, and then shook his
over the rocks; and from the edge of the cliff you have a head.
view, on a clear day, extending for more than foi:ty miles
I was keenly chagrined, but of course did not hesitate about
over dense forests, rugged cliffs and fertile plain as far as the
respecting our compact. We stole noiselessly back to the bank
Indian Ocean."
'
of the stream where I had originally proposed to rest awhile.
lt required an effort for me to regain my feet, but, know"Sit down, old fellow," said O'Grady, "and I will tell you
ing- the imprudence of lying down in the rarefied mountain atas briefly as possible my reasons for sparing that creature's
mosphere whilst in an overheated condition, I bestirred myself, and we walked together toward the point O'Grady had life."
"All right, fire away," I replied, somewhat surlily, as I
mentioned.
"Now, tell me," exclaimed O'Grady, as we stood on the flung myself down on the grass; "only I must say that if
brink of the precipice, " have you ever seen anything finer that tigress had seen us sleeping peacefully on a ledge of rock,
as we saw her, I doubt considerably whether we would both
than this?"
"Never," I replied with enthusiasm, "though I have trav· now be numbered amongst the living."
"It is for the very reason that she and I have met before.
eled on foot through the grandest scenery of Europe."
It was, indeed, a magnificent sight. The day was clear and that quite recently, on which occasion she spared my life,
though hot; and the slanting 'rays of the afternoon sun lit. up which was completely at her mercy, that I now grant her boon
the forest at our feet with a rich coloring only seen in a for boon. However, listen; and if after hearing my tale you
humid tropical country; whilst the immediate foreground was think you ought to shoot that tigress I will not oppose you,
illuminated by a brilliant rainbow reflected on the spray ris · though I will not fire at her myself, at least not unless it
ing in a cloud from the cascade, which fell sheer sixty feet should be absolutely necessary to protect your life or my own."
"Good!" I murmured, my equani'mity being restored, "I am
on to the rocks below.
After gazing on the splendid panorama at my feet for some all attention."
"About three weeks ago," began O'Grady, "I had occasion to
minutes in silence I was about to turn away, when an unexpeeted object arrested my attention, causing me to grasp visit a neighbor's estate, about four miles hence on the KopraO'Grady by the arm, while warning him in a whisper to palli Ghaut; and as my pony happened to be lame just then I
had to walk the distance. As my visit was strictly on busiobserve silence and caution.
On a fiat ledge of rock, about a hundred yards to the right ness, which I wished to dispatch as soon as possible, and be
of where we were standing, a magnificent full-grown tiger was back again by six o'clock that evening at the latest, I thought
stretched out asleep. It was lying on its right flank, basking it better to have no inducement to delay my progress either
in the sunshine, with its left forepaw over its eyes, and was going or returning by stopping to bag any game I might
evidently quite unconscious of our proximity.
chance to meet with on my journey, and therefore purposely
The ledge of rock on which the royal beast was taking its left my gun at home.
siesta might be about thirty feet below the level of the ground
"The Koprapalli Ghaut has lately been improved by the
on which we stood, and a s we drew back out of sight I whis- road being carried round the well-known Honeycomb Rock,
pered a congratulation to O'Grady on the grand prize thus instead of over it as formerly; and this work, though adding
placed in our grasp. I suggested that we should load with a little to the distance, has greatly improved the gradient.
ball-cartridge, creep up to the edge of the cliff immediately This new section has been blasted out of the face of the cliff,
above where Stripes was reposing, and then fill the maraud- which has a sheer descent of nearly two hundred feet from
ing beast full of holes in the region of the heart, at which the roadway, and rises fully sixty· feet above it. I had gone
fatal spot we could fire at such point-blank range as to make about half-way round this new cutting, and had just turned a
an instantaneous kill a matter of certainty. To my surprise, corner in the road, when I came face to face with a large
however, he did not seem to sympathize with my proposition, tigress, the same animal which we have just seen asleep. If
and I thought my plan f-Or deliberately "potting" even a tiger you cannot imagine what a fellow's feelings would be in such
had shocked his sportsman's chivalrous instincts.
circumstances, I am positive no words would convey a true
"You see," I argued apologetically, "a tiger is such an e~ impression to your mind.
"The tigress was evidently just as surprised as I was, and
ceptionally dangerous and destructive animal that I consider
it is fair to destroy it when, where and how one can. And in for about a minute, which seemed sixty to me, we stood and
the present case to flush the game before firing will be to lose looked at each other, only about ten paces dividing us, •which
all chance even of a snap shot, as with one bound it will dis· distance is, of course, a mere hop to a tiger. I momentarily
appear in the dense underwood close to the rock and be no expected the animal would crouch for its spring, and the
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t hought of flinging myself over the parapet of the road into r her fangs r ending a biftek a la tartare from my quivering
t he abyss below once suggested itself to my mind.
flesh. But she did not bite; and, whether from feminine curi·
"As, however, she did not crouch for her spring, but con· o sit~ or mer e cap r ice I cann ot say, she presently t urned me
tin ued standing in the roadway, banging her tail about lustily ovet on m y back with one of her paws, I lying as ri gid as
from side to side, I began to wonder what sh e really did mean possible, and fei gning to be dead. She smelled my hail', my
to do, and bit by bit I iound the terror I was in began to cheeks, my mouth ; a nd fini shed her examiqation of my feagrow less intense. I bethought me presentl y of various st o· tu res by giving me a k iss, if a lick with '<l. pliable nutmegr ies of the power which the human eye is said to be capable of grater can be so termed.
exercising on the brute creation, and I quickly formed t h e
"I had been spared so long, and h ad suffer ed so m uch
r esolution of attempting to mesmerize my tigress.. Accord- anxiety, that dread once more gave place to recklessness,
ingly I glared at her with an expression of fierce h atred which and I coul d jest even in the dire extremity in which I lay;
wa s meant to strike terror to her heart, but only produced but my jocula r it y was soon checked by my becoming aware
more energetic. fii ~kings of her tail, so t hat I speedily aban- that blood was trickling slowly from my chin where the ti·
doned intimidation. I next tried surprise, and raised my eye- gress had licked me ; her rough tongue having peeled off th e
brows as if in astonishment at her jolly good ch eek in block- skin. Then I felt tha t all wai:; up, knowing that the t erribla
ing up t he imperial highway; but the only noti ce sh e took of beast, having once tasted my blood, would not be long ere she
this demonstraUon on my part was to advance one pace t o- plunged her dr eadfu l fangs into my jugula r vein; and, closing
ward , me.
·
my eyes tightl y, I resigned myself to tte fate my own folly
"Th is was a negative triumph for mesmerism; the power had brought up on me.
" Once more I fe lt her breath u pon my face. She was sme1l·
of my resolute eyes had moved the tigress, though in t h e
wrong direction. By all rules of t he mysterio us influence she ing me over, as if irresolute wher e to make the first bite, when
ought to have quailed before my gaze, and have slunk off all at once the sn iffin g ceased.
cowed and crestfallen. So, contracting my brow, I forthwith
"'Pwsstch!'
assumed a loo'k of terrible anger, hoping thereby" to convince
"The noise reverberated up t he glen again, and I perceived
her royal highness of the imprudence of pushing my forbear- it was cau sed by the tigress sneezing. Sniffing me all over,
ance too far. My look of displeasure she answered by ad- she had come upon some snuff I h ad spilled on my shirtvancing two paces, quick march, causing me to make a corre- front, and her nostrils being unaccustomed to the pungent
sponding movement to the rear, which brought me to the dust, she had r eceived a violent shock to her nervous system.
parapet wall.
I lay perfectly still, and was presently overjoyed to see her
" T here remained conciliation and, wreathing my counte· walk away from me as if I were something too nasty for any
n ance into benevolent smiles, I beamed on the tigress as if decent, well-bred tigress to touch. She stopped sever al times
wishing to convey my sentiment s of admiration for her gr eat to -look back at m e as she strode with leisurely majesty up
personal beauty and evident amiability of disposition. I hoped t he ghaut ; and I was carefu l not to move as long as she was
that as my antipathetic r egards had attract ed her, so my in sight ; but the inst ant she disappeared r ound an angle in
k indly aspect would, on principles of con t r ariety, r epel her. the road I picked myself up and ran as though Old Clootie
But I was disappointed, as sh e immediately a dvanced three himself were a ft er m e, nor did I stop until I r eached my
paces at the double. I was fairly checkmated ; but somehow, friend's bungalow.
though I did not for a moment suppose my life would be
" H e and some other fellows have o rgan i z ~ one or two
spared, I began to gr ow ver y callous a s to my fat e. I specu- beats for my t igress, but have seen not hing of her, and I
lated as to whether I should prove t ender; whether my death thought she had probably left t his neighborh.Qod. However,
would be avenged; whether I should be regretted by' my we now k n ow t hat she is still here, and I leave it to you, havneighbors. If I were to write har d for a month I do not be- ing heard how she spar ed my life, to decide whether you wlll
lieve I could r ecord all the subjects that crowded into my mind 'pot' her as sh e lies t her e asleep on t he ledge of that rock."
in those fi ve minutes during which I and the tigress stood
" First of all," I asked, " how can you be certain that the
face to face. One thing I had observed with satisfaction, which tigress we have just seen is t he same that you met on the
was that t he t errible beast was not angr y; but any momentary ghaut?"
ray of consolation I might have derived from that circum"My dear fe llow," r eplied O'Grady, " if you had examined
stance was extinguished by the reflection that neither am I those royal featur es as long and at as close quarters as I did,
possessed by fier ce and consuming wrath against a sh eep, for you would not fail to recognize t hem again. Besides, you may
instance, wh en I cause him to be sla in t hat I may browse have .observed that ou r sleeping beauty will shortl y become a
upon his muscles. I r eminded myself that, after all, tigers mother ; and the same condition was appar ent in t he animal
must eat to live, just a s much as men.
'
which allowed me to go unharmed three weeks a go, so that I
"For fully a minute we continued to gaze at each .o ther; have no doubt as to her identity. "
and then the tigress a dvanced a pa.ce. Apparently t he end was
"It was the snuff which saved your life," I object ed, being
at hand, as Ma dame Stripes took two m6re paces to the front. still reluctant to let the opportunity of est ablish ing my repuShe paused for a few moments, and then, still k eeping h er tation as a shikarry slip away.
eyes on me, once m ore advanced, but not exactl y toward ;me.
"Perhaps so, at the last, " answered O'Gr ady. "But even if
Could it be possible ? Yes; thank H eaven ! she meant to pass sh e were not hungry, and had no appetit e for gigo t d' homme
me. I was almost delirious with excitement at this new au nati irel, she might have dropped me over t he precipice, or
phase of the situat ion, t he possibility of which had, of course, broken my head with a mere pat of her paws. Remember the
never for one instant suggested itself to my imagination.
provocation I had given h er when she was willing t o .paRs
"On she came, with majestic pace, and had almost passed peaceably on her way."•
I
me, when she paused. I suppose my r eason must have been
"Let her live," said I, "for one good turn deserves another. "
temporaril y unbalanced by t h e fearful suspense I had enO'Grady and I kept our own counsel, but some Badagas,
dured, or I should h ardly have done that act of madness 1 or hill men, a lso happened to discover the tigress' baskingthen · committed. I raised my right hand, brought the palm place, which it seemed was a favor ite spot with h er k ind ;
down on her quarters with a hearty smack, calling out at the and they speedily sent an ounce of lead int o her brain from
same time : 'Gee up, old lady! ' The next instant I was knocked an old matchlock, whereby they became entitled t o a governdown insensible.
ment reward of fifty r upees.
Wishi ng, however, to secure t he skin fo r myself, I offered
" On regaining consciousness I found I was hanging face
downward over the precipice. I had evidently been dash ed t he men an extra ten rupees a nd two bottles of arrack for it,
against the parapet . wall with such force as to carry it away; and the bargain was forthwith closed.
I have never had an other chance of sh ooting a tiger, but l
and I should have g;one over t he brink with it had not the
have never felt dissatisfied with myself fo r shar ing O'Grady's
tigress arrest ed my fall by seizing me:
"After a few moments ~he 'lifted me up and deposited me chivalrous resolution on that memorable afternoon to give
face downward on the ghaut, and I expected instantly to feel grace for grace, even to a tigress.
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explainiQg the most approved methods whi ch .are employed by the boy on the stage; also giving all the codes and signals. The only
leading hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, .A.C.S.
authentic explanation of second sight.
No. 43. HOW TO BECOME A MAGICIAN.-Containing the
SPORTING.
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The most complete gran?est assort~ent ?f magica~ illusions ever placed before the,
hunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full in- public. Also tricks with cards. mcantations, etc.
No. 68, H01V TO DO CHEMICAL THICKS.-Containing over
1tructions about gvns, bunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
one hundred highly amusing and instructive tricks with chemicals.
together with descriptions of game and fish.
By
A . .Anderson. Handsomely illustrateJ. ·
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Containing over
illustrated. Every boy should know bow to row and sail a boat.
Full instructions are given in this little book, together wi th in- ~fty of the latest and best tricks used by magicians. .Also oontainmg the secret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By .A. .Anderson.
structions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 47. HOW 'l'O BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.- . No.. 70. HOW '.1'0 1\-L\KE MAGIC TOYS.-Containing full
directions
for makmg Magic 'l'oys and devices o.f many kinds. By
A complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful horses A. Anderson.
Fully illustrated.
for business, the best horses for the road ; also valuable recipes for
No. 73 .. HOW. TO J?O TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.-Showing
diseases peculiar to the horse.
No. 48. HOW 'l'O BUILD AND · SAIL CANOES.-.A handy many curious tricks with figures and the magic of numbers. By A.
book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes Anderson. Fully illustrated.
.No. 7.5. HO\y TO ~ECOME A CONJUROR. - Containing
and the mostuopular manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated. tricks
with Dommos, Dice, Cups and Balls, Ha~. etc. Embracing
By O. Stansfield Hicks.
·
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
FORTU.NE TELLING.
No. 78. ~qw TO DO THE .BLACK ART.-Containing a com.
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREAM BOOK.- plete description of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hand,
Containing the great oracle of human destiny; also the true mean- together with many wonderful experiments. By A. Anderson.
ing of almost any kind of dreams, together wi th charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
and curious games of cards. .A eomplete book.
MECHANICAL.
No. 23. HOW 'l'O EXPLAIN DREAMS.- Everybody dreams,
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Every boy
from the little child to the aged man and woman. This little book sboul~
~now how inv~ntions o.ri.ginated. This book explains them
eives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky all, givn~g
examples Ill electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
and unlucky Jays, and "Napoleon's Oraculum,'' the book of fate.
pneumatics,
mechanics, etc. The most instructive book published.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Everyone is desirous of
knowing what bis future life will bring forth, whether happiness or . No. 51;'i. HOW TO BECOM~ .AN ENGINEER.-Containing full
mstruct1ons how to proceed m order to become a locomotive enmisery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little gineer;
also directions for building a model locomotive · together
book. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell with a full
description of everything an engineer should know.
the fortune of your friends.
HOW TO MAKE MUSl[()AL INSTRUMENTS.-Full
No.
57.
No. 76. HOW TO '.rELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.- directions 'how
to make a Banjo, Violin, Zither, .2Eolian Harp, XyloContaining rules for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of the band, ph.. ne and other
instruments; together with a brief deor the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events scription of nearlymusical
every musical instrument used in ancient or
})y aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated, By .A. Anderson.
modern times. Profusely illustrated. By .Algernon &.- Fitzgerald,
for twenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marines.
ATHLETIC.
No. 59. HOW TO MAKE A MAGIC L.ANTEJRN.-Containing
Nd. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN .ATHLETE.-Giving full in·
struction for the use of dumb bells, .Indian clubs, parallel bars, a description of the lantern, together with its hist.ory and invention.
horizontal bars and various other methods of developing a good, Also full directions for its use and for painting sli~es. Handsomely
healthy muscle; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can illustrated. By John ' Allen.
No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.-Containinr
become strong anJ healthy by following the instructions contained
complete instructions for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
in this little book.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made easy. By A. .Anderson. Fully illustrated.
Containing over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the differLETTER WRITING .
ent positions of a good boxer. · Every boy should obtain one of
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A m<>1t com·
these useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
plete little book, containing full directions for writing love-lettel'IJ,
without an instructor.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-Contain!ng full and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
Instructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises. . No. 12. BOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO L.ADIES.-Givinr
Embracing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor W. Macdonald. complete instructions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
also letters of introduction, notes and requests .
.A handy and useful book.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN.No. 34. HOW TO ' FENCE.-Containing full instruction for
fencing and the use of the broadsword; also instruction in archery. Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects;
Described with twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best also giving sample letters for instruction.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonderful little
positions in fencing. .A complete book.
book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart, your father,
TRICKS WITH CARDS.
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anyNo. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Containing body you wish to write to. Every young man and every young
>.&planations of t'be general principles of sleight-of-band applicable lady in the land should have this book.
to card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.-Conllelght-of-hand; of trickstinvolving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions for writing lett'ers on almost any subject;
also rulea for punctuation and composition, with specimen letters.
d119Cially prepared cards. BB: Professor llaliner. Illustrated,
-
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T H E STA GE .
No. 4!. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK ENU MEN'S J OKE
B OOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
most famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonderful little book.
No . . 4~. THE ~OYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.Conta1!1mg a vaned asso,rtn;ient of ~tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just t he thing for home amuse·
ment and amateur shows.
,
No. 45. THE BO'YS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND J OKl!J BOOK.-Something'new and very instructive. Every
boy should obtain this book, as it contains full instructions foi: or1anizing an amateur minstrel troupe.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
joke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and .humor. It
contains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of
T errence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
the day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
ob tain a copy immediately.
No.. 79. H<;>W TO BECOME AN ACTOR-Containing complete mstruct10ns how to make up for various characters on the
stage ; together with the duties of the St~ge Manager Prompter
Scenic Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager'.
N~ . 80. GUS WII,LIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the latest Jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular CJerman comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
colored cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.
(

1

No. 31. BOW T O BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing fo'Gfo
teen illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to become
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
a.II the popular !luthors of prose and poetry, a rranged in t he mOllt
simple and conc1s.'! manner possible.
No. 49. :i'JOW TO DEBATE.-Qlving rules for conducHng cl•
bates, outlines for debatem, que~tions for discussion and tlle belt
sources for procuring information on the queNions &iven.

SOC I ETY.

No. 3. H OW T O FLIRT.-'l'he arts anct wiles ot flirtation an
fully explained by this little book. Besides the various method.s of
ha.r..dkerchief,, fan, glove, parasol, window. and hat flirtation, it con· ·
~ams a .full hst of the language and sentiment of flowers, which ia
m~erestmg to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be hapPf
without one.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
little book just issued by Frank Tousey. It contains full instructions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at part ie1,
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all popular square
dances.
•
No. !;i. HOW T<;> MAl;{~ LOV:tp.-A C?mplete guide to love,
courtEh1p and marriage, g1vmg sensible advice, rules and etiquette
to be obseryed, with many curious and interesting things not gen•
erally known.
No. 17. HOW 'l'O DRESS.-Containing full instruction in t he
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad giving the
selections of colors, material, and how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of the
HOUSE K EEPI NG.
brightest an~ most valuable little books ever given to the world.
No. 16. B OW T O KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and
full instr uctions for constructing a window garden either in town female. The secret is simple, and almost costless, Read this book
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
flowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever published.
BIRDS AND AN IMALS.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and
on cookini ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats, containing full instructions for the management and training of t he
fish, game, and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
pastry, and a grand collection of reci,pes by one of our most popular
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEON S AND
cooks.
I
RABBITS.-A useful and instructiye book. Handsomely illus·
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for trated. By Ira Drofraw.
everybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hint1
make almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments, on bow to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birds.
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. H ar rington
Keene.
E L ECTR ICAL.
No. 50. BOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-A
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountlns
scription of the wouderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism; and preserving birds, animals and insects.
together with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP ,.-\ND MANAGE PETS.-Giving com·
etc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty il- plete information as to the manner and method of raising, keeping,
lustrations.
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets ; also giving full
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight
ta ining full directions for making electrical machines, induction illustrations, making it the most complete book of t he kind ever
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
By R . A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
MISC E ~LANEOU S .
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
large collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST,_.A useful a nd in·
together with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry ; also ex•
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and di·
ENTERTAI N ME N T.
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. T hi1
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.- By Harry book cannot be equaled.
Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making.all kinds of candy, ice-creall,!...,syru~~essences, etc~ etc.
t udes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
No. 84. ·HOW '1'0 BECOME Al'I' AUTttOR.-Containing full
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the information regarding choice of subjects, the use of words and t he
1reatest book rver published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
No. 20. HOW 'l'O ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to the neatness, legibility and general com•
very valuable little book just published. A com1'lete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By P rince
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable ·Hiland.
.
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the · No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A WOii•
money than anv book published.
derful book, containing useful and practical information in the
No. 35. HOW TO PLA:Y GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to everJ
boob:, containing the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general com•
backgammon. croquet. dominoes, etc.
plaints.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-Con·
the lead ing conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regardiug the collecting and arrangi111
and witty sayings.
of stamps and coins. H~nd somely illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PI,AY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
No. 58. HOW TO Blll A DETECTIVE.-By Old King Brady,
book, itiving the rules and f~. 'irections for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuabl•
bage, Casino, Forty-Five, R:"- ·ce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for begieners, and also relates some advent urea
Auction Pitch. All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three hunNo. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER-Contain·
dred interesting puzzles and conundrums, with key to same. .A ing useful informatton regarding the Camera and how to work it;
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
Transparencies. Handso~y illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
ETIQ UETTE .
Abney.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY·
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
ls a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Containing full explanations how to gain admittance.
course of Study, Flxaminations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Po1t
all about. There's happiness in it.
No. 33. HOW TO BERA VE.-Containing the rules and etiquette Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy shoulcl
of good society and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Ccmpiled and written by Lu Senarens, a ut hor
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, a nd of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECO¥E A NAVAL CADET.-Complete In·
ID the drawing-room.
structione of how to gain admission to the Annapolis NaTal
DECLAMATION .
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, descr iptio•
'No. 27. HOW TO REO ITE AND BOOK OF 'tc~CITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch. and everything a boJ
-Containing the most popular selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Com~alect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by J,u Senarens, author of "Bow t o Become(I
Sith many standard readings.
West Point Military Cadet."

PRICE 10 CENTS, EACH, OR 3 F OR 25 CENTS.
Address . FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24: Union Square, New Yorls.
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Latest Issues --

~ WEST WEEKLY"
"WILD
A MAGAZINE CONTAINING STORIES, 8KETCHESl ETC.l QF WESTERN LIFE
32 p AGES
PRICE 5 CENTS
Co LO RED COVERS
275 Young Wild West Fighting the Indians; or, The Uprising 280 Young Wild West and "Monterey Bill" or, Arietta's Game
of Bluff.
of the Utes.
276 Young Wild West on a Cattle Range; or, Arietta and the 281 Young Wild West and the Deadshot Cowboy; or, A Higk
Old Time at Buckhorn Ranch.
"Bad" Cowboy.
277 Young Wild West's Gallop for Glory; or, The Death 282 Young Wild West's Cavalry Charge; or, The Shot that
Saved Arietta's Life.
League of Ace High.
278 young Wild West's Silver Search; or, Arietta and the 283 Young Wild West's Three Days' Hunt; or, The Raiders of
Red Ravine.
Lost Treasure.
279 Young Wild West at Death Gorge; or, Cheyenne Charlie's 284 Young Wild West and "Silver Stream"; or, The White
Girl Captive of the Sioux.
Hard Pan Hit.

AND W I N "
"WORK
CoNTAINUfG THE FRED FEARNOT STORIES
32 PAGES

COLORED COVERS

PRICH 5 CENTS

£77 Fred Fearnot and "Teddy the Waif"; or, The Search for 482 Fred Fearnot's Wildest Ride; or, Chased Through Three

a Runaway Boy.

States.

'178 Fred Fearnot and the Madman; or, The Reign of Terror 483 Fred Fearnot and the Cowardly Boy; or, Teaching Him

Independence.
in Ralston.
479 Fred Fearnot and the Mill Girl; or, A Helping Hand to 484 Fred Fearnot and "Gipsy Jack"; or, The Secret Symbol
of Six.
the Poor.
480 Fred Fearnot and the Boy Circus Star; or, On the Road 485 Fred Fearnot and the Aztec Queen; or, Five Days in
Montezuma's Cave.
·
'
with a Big Show.
481 Fred Fearnot and the Reformed Drunkard: or, His Great- 486 Fred Fearnot and "Number 13"; or, The Boy Who Never
Had Luck.
est Temperance Crusade.

''PLUCK
COLORED COVERS

AND

LUCK''

CONTAINING ALL KINDS OF STORIES
32 P AGES

504 Kit Car.son, The King of the Scouts. By An Old Scout.

PRICE 5 CENTS

509 The Boy Mutineers; or, Slavery or Death. By Capt. Thos.

H. Wilson.
505 Lost Among the Slave Hunters; or, An American Boy's
510 A~ays Ready ; or, The Best Engin.€er on the Road. By
Ad~entures in Africa. By Ric hard R. Montgomery.
J as. c. Merritt.
506 Rattlmg Rube; or, The Jolly Young Scout and Spy. By
Gen'! Jas. A. Gordon.
a Deserter ; or, Boy Rivals in Love and War. By
Branded
511
• 507 The Doomed City; or, The Hidden Foe of Plummerdale.
A. Gordon.
Jas.
Gen.
By Howard Austin.
508 The Pride of the Volunteers; or, Burke Halliday, the Boy- 512 A Scout at 16 ; or, A Boy's Wild Life on the Frontier. By
An Old Scout.
Fireman. By Ex-Fire Chief Warden.
'
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Fame and Fortune Weekly
STORIES OF BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY
By A

COLORED COVERS

S ELF-MA.DE M AN

- PRICE 5 Ots.

ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY

32 PAGES

This Weekly contains interesting stories of smart boys, who wiT\ fame and fortune by their ability to take
advantage of passing opportunities. Some of these stories are founded on true incidents in tb e lives of
our most successful self-made men, and show how a boy of pluck, perseverance and brains can become famous and wealthy.
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The Ladder of Fame ; or, From Office Boy to Senator.
On the Square; or, The Success o! an Honest Boy.
After a Fortune; or, The !'luckiest Boy in the \Vest.
Winning the IJollal'S ; ""· '.tll " .iuu..ig \\'ondei· of \Yall Street.
Making His Mark : or, The Hoy \\' ho Becam e !'resident.
Heir to a Million ; or, '.l.'he Boy Who Was Born Lucky .
Lost in th e Andes: or. Th e 'J'reasnre of t he Buri ed Clty.
On His Mettle; or, A Plucky Boy .in Wall Street.
A Lucky Chance; or, Taking Fortune on the Wing.
The Road to Success; or, 'l'he Career of a l•'ortunate Boy.
Chasing Pointers ; or, The Luckiest Roy in Wall Street .
Rising ln the World; or, l•' rom Factory Boy to Manager.
From Dark to Dawn; or, A Poor Hoy's Chance.
Out for Himself; or, Paving His Way .to Fortune.
Diamond Cut Diamond; or, The lloy Brokers of Wall Street.
A Start ln Llfe: or, A Bright Boy's Amb ition.
Out for a l\llllion: or, The Young Midas of Wall Street.
!>very Inch a Boy; or, Doing His Level Best.
Money to Burn; or, 'l'b,e Shrewdest Boy ln Wall Street.
An Eye to Business: or, The Roy "'ho Was Not Asleep.
Tipped by the Ticker; or, An Ambitions Hoy In Wall St.reet.
On to Success; or, The Boy \Yho Got Ahead.
A Bid for a l?ortune: or. A Country Boy in Wall Street.
Bound to Rise: or, Fighting Flis Way to Su ccess.
Out for the Dollars; or, A Smart Boy in Wall . Street.
For Fame and Fortune; or, The Boy Who Won Both.
A Wall Street Winner; or, Making a Mint of Money.
The Road to Wealth : or, The Boy Who Found It Out.
On the Wing; or, The Young Mercury of Wall Street.
A Chase for a Fortune: or, The Boy Who Hustled.
Juggling With the Market; or, '.l.'he Boy Who Made it Pay.
Cast Adrift; or, The Luck of a Homeless Boy.
Playing the ·Market ; or, A Keen Boy in Wall Street.
A Pot of Money: or. The Legacy of a Lucky Boy.
From Rags to J;tiches : or. A Lucky Wall Street Messenger.
On His Merits: or. The Smartest Roy Alive.
Trapping the Brokers: or, A Game Wall Street Boy.
A Million In Gold: or, The Treasure of Santa Cruz.
Bound to Make Money; or, From the West to Wall Street.
The Boy Magnate : or, Making Baseball P a y.
Making Money. or. A Wall Stree t Messenger's Luck.
A Harvest of Go ld: or, The Ruried Treasure of Coral Island.
On the Curb ; or, Beating the Wall Street Broke rs.
A Freak of Fortune; or, The Boy Who Struck Luck.
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The Prince of Wall Street ; or, A Big Deal for Big l\loney.
Starting His Own Business; or,. The Boy Who Caught On.
A Corne r In 8tock ; 01", The Wall Sti·eet Hoy Who Won.
First In the Field ; or, Doing Ilusiness for Himself.
A llroke r at l!:ighteen: or, Roy Gilbert's Wall Street ~areer.
Only a Dollar: or, From Errand Boy to Owne r .
.too Price & Co., Boy Brokers; or. The Young 'J'rade rs of Wall Street.
1 01 A Winning Risk; or, The Boy Who Made Good.
1 0 2 From a Dime to a Million ; or, A Wide-Awake Wall Street Boy..
103 'fhe Path to Good Luck; or, The Boy Mine r of Death Valley. :
104 Mart i\l o rton's Money; or, A Comer in Wall Street Stocks.
105 Famons at Fourtee n· or, The Bov Who i\Iade a Great Xame.
106 Tips to Fortune: or, A f,ucky \\' all St1·eet Deal.
107 Striking His Gait; or. 'J'he l'eril& of a Boy Engineer.
108 l?rom Messenger to Mlllionaire: or, A Boy's Luck in Wall Stree t .
100 The Boy Gold Hun.tc rs: O.l' , After a Pirate' s Treasure.
110 Tri cking the Trade rs; Ori.A Wall Street Boy' s Game o! 'han ce.
111 Jack Merry' s Grit: or, .uaking a Man of llimself.
112 .~ Go lden Shower; or, The Boy Ranke r of Wall Street.
113 Making a Record· or, The J uc'< of a Working Hoy,
114 A Fight for Money; or, From School to Wall Stree t.
115 Stranded Out West: or. The Roy \Yho Found a Silver Mlue.
111) Ben Rassford's Luck : or. Working on Wall Street Tips.
117 A Young Gold King: or. 'J'he Treasure of the Secret Cav e • .
118 Bound to Get Rich; or. How a \Yall Stt·ee t Boy Made )loney.
119 Friendless Frank : or. The Roy "'ho Hecume l•'amous.
120 A $30,000 Tip: ·or. Th e Young Weazel of \\·1111 St1·Pet.
121 Plucky Bob; or, 'J'he Boy Who Won Su ccess.
122 From Newsboy to Hanke r; or. Rob Lake' s Rise in Well Stre\t.
123 .A Golden Stake; o r, 'lhe Treasnre of the Indies.
12! A Grip on th e Market: or, A Hot Time in Wall Rti·eet.
125 Watching Ilis Chance: or. From Fe rry Boy to Captain.
126 A Game for Gold: or, 'rhe Young King of Wall Street.
127 A Wizard for Lu ck ; or, Gettlna Ahead In the World.
128 A Fortune at Stake: or, A \\?all Street Messenger's Deal.
129 His Last. Nickel: or, \\'hR.t it. Did for Jack lfancl.
130 Nat Noble, 'l'he Little Hroker; or, The I.soy \\' ho Started a \\'alt Street
Panic.
·

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on re>ceipt ol price, 5 cents per copy, in money or postage stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

IF YOU

24 Union Squa.re, New York.

WANT ~.,. ANY

BACK NUMBERS

of our Weeklies and cannot procure them from news~alers , they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out and fill
in the following Order Blank and send it to us with the price of the weeklies you want and we will send them to you by
return mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.
•

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Sqna~e , New York.
. .. .. .. . . . . . .........• •. .. 190
DEAR Srn-Enclosed find ...... cents for which please send mi:
.... copies of WORK AND WIN, Nos .................. . .... . .... . .... . ...................... . ....... , . •
"
" WIDE AWAKE VVEEKLY, Nos ..... . .. . .... . ... . .......................... ............ ., .•
"
" ~T ILD 'VEST " TEEKL'Y, NOS .................. . .......................... ...............•
"
'' THE LIBER.T Y BOYS OF '76, Nos . ........ . .......................... .................. .
" '' PLUCK AND LUCK, Nos .. . .. . ... : .......................... ......................... .. . ,
" '' SECRET SERVICE, Nos ............ .................... ~.......................... ....... .
" " FAME AND FORTUNE WEEKLY, Nos.......................... ...................... . .
" " 'I'en-Cent Hapd Books, Nos ......... : ....................... . ........................ .
~ ame ... ·....... . ................. Street and No . ...... . .... .. .... Town~ ......... State .............. .. .

•

